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ABSTRACT
Ewald, Robert Hansen (M.S., Civil Engineering)
STRAIN - An Interactive Computer Graphics System for the 
Analysis of Skeletal Structures
Thesis directed by Associate Professor Larry J .  Feeser
This paper describes STRAIN (STructural Analysis IN teractive),
an interactive computer graphics system for analysis of skeletal
structures.
The system uses the stiffness method of structural analysis. 
The method is developed using the terminology and notation of the 
program.
Skeletal structural analysis problems are well-suited for
graphical display because of their physical configurations and
the use of diagrams in representing the results. In the structural
design process, an interactive mode of operation is very desirable
due to the necessity of changing the problem parameters. The
STRAIN system operates in te ra c t iv e ly  with graphical displays
meeting the above desired capabilities.
STRAIN operates in a heuristic mode allowing the user to
view various displays and to change certain structure properties.
The displays which may be viewed are: geometric configuration of
the structure; structure under loads; applied loads tabulation; 
t
structure data tabulation; member-end actions tabulation; shear 
and moment diagrams for all members; and the deflected structure.
i i i
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In conjunction with certain of these displays, the loading 
condition may be changed and any of the member properties may 
be altered. Any particular problem may be solved as many times 
as the user wishes and any number of problems may be solved.
This abstract is approved as to form and content.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Structural engineering requires the analysis and interpre­
tation of seemingly infinite variety of shapes and configurations. 
As structures become larger, the methods of analysis become 
more complex and the quantity of data to be analyzed increases 
tremendously. Partly due to these factors and partly due to 
its speed, the use of the computer in structural engineering is 
widespread.
The first known structural analysis program was written 
by D. K. Livesley at Manchester University, England, in 1949.
In 1957 FORTRAN was introduced for use on the IBM-704. The 
relative ease with which this programming language could be 
used, enabled engineers to use the computer more than ever 
before. Many organizations began developing structural analysis 
programs for their own use. Until 1953 there were no universally 
accepted structural analysis programs. At that time the 
Structural Engineering Systems Solver or STRESS Program became 
operational.^ At approximately the same time several other 
large structural programs were being worked on and introduced, 
including s t r u d l , FRAN, BRIDGE, FRAME, and many more.
These programs are quite large and the overhead of use is 
great. Consequently, they are unsuited for many educational
purposes. As a result many institutions have developed their 
own structural analysis programs which are "smaller" than the 
STRESS type systems. Such a program has been developed in the 
Civil Engineering Department of the University of Colorado.^ 
This particular program will handle two or three dimensional 
frames, trusses, and grids using conventional batch processing.
As such it does not make use of the interactive capabilities 
between the structural engineer and computer.
This paper concerns a man-machine interactive graphics 
system called STRAIN (STRuctural Analysis - Interactive) for 
structural engineering problems in two or three dimensions.
1.1 Computers and Structural Engineering
With the advent of large scale computing systems the 
potential effect of the computer on society was quickly recognized 
It was originally thought that the use of the computer would 
result in an entirely automated society. Although complete 
automation has not been realized yet (and may never be), the 
effect of the computer in engineering and the sciences has been 
considerable.
Since 1957 computers have played an increasingly important 
role in the structural engineering field, both in commercial 
engineering design and in structural research. In the early 
1960's general structural analysis programs such as STRESS and 
STRUDL were available to many practicing engineers and educational
3institutions. By 1966 Elwyn H. King noted at the ASCE Structural 
Division 4th Conference on Electronic Computation that there 
were over 40 generally used structural programs. ^  Through 
the use of these programs, the engineer can design and analyze 
a structure much more rapidly and thoroughly than was ever 
before possible.
However, through the use of the computer, the problem of 
data interpretation becomes more severe. While the speed of 
mathematical operations on the computer increases, its in­
terpretive capabilities are not keeping up with the same pace.
Thus, despite some initial f e a r s i t  appears that the 
structural engineer still has some usefulness in the design 
process. Perhaps Steven J. Fenves stated it more precisely in 
Computer Methods in Civil Engineering: '"It is important to 
realize from the outset that the digital computer is merely a 
tool in the hands of its user."^-^.
To allow the structural engineer to use this "tool" more 
effectively and efficiently, considerable work is being done in 
the development of direct interfaces between the engineer and 
the computer.^ Among these interfaces which are most im­
portant to the structural engineer are the problem-oriented 
languages and graphical input/output devices.
A problem-oriented language is defined by Fenves as a 
language in which the description of a problem "resembles as 
much as possible the established technical language of a discipline,
so that one describes the problem to the computer in essentially 
the same terms as one would use to instruct a professional person 
in one s own discipline. A great many structural engineering 
programs are now written in problem-oriented languages, including- 
STRESS and s t r a i n . It should be noted that the input data is 
interchangeable between the two programs with the exception of 
a few statements.
Most structural engineering problems are ideal for computer 
graphics applications due to their real physical configurations 
and use of graphical representations (i. e., shear and moment 
diagrams) in the problem solving process. When graphical input/ 
output is combined with on-line interactive capabilities, the 
resulting system is of great value to the structural engineer.
There have been several implementations bf this type of system, 
however, most of the programs were written for the aero-space 
i n dustry^ and are not readily available to most structural 
engineers. This condition is changing, and in the near future 
it is conceivable that interactive graphics terminals will be 
available in engineering offices for analysis and design.
1-2 Interactive Graphics Structural Analysis System
STRAIN (STRuctural Analysis - JNteractive) is an interactive 
graphics system for the analysis of any type of two or three 
dimensional structures. The STRAIN program operates in an
4
interactive graphics mode with the capacity for card and/or 
keyboard input and printed and/or graphical output.
The s t r a i n program and the original structure data are 
input in either card or tape form. Various displays are shown 
on a cathode ray tube (graphics display console) and may be
'
recorded on microfilm for future usage. Program changes and 
data alterations may be accomplished by entering the necessary 
commands from the interactive keyboard. The results of the 
analysis are shown on the display console and they can also be 
microfilmed. The results are also printed out in a tabular 
form and can be used in conjunction with the microfilm.
There are two versions of STRAIN: STRAIN-I and STRAIN-II. 
STRAIN-I is a more general program and will handle three 
dimensional structures. STRAIN-I is ava-ilable in two forms, 
STRAIN-IA being an overlayed version of STRAIN-I. STRAIN-II 
will handle only planar configurations, however, it requires 
considerably fewer storage locations than STRAIN-I.
STRAIN has been implemented on a CDC 6400 computer system 
with a CDC 280 graphics system operating under the SCOPE 
operating system. The graphics hardware consists of a CDC 280 
high speed microfilm recorder system and a CDC 282 auxiliary 
display and storage buffer. The graphics system operates 
under the CUG software package.^
61*3 STRAIN
STRAIN is an interactive graphics computing system for 
the analysis of any type of two or three dimensional skeletal 
structures. The STRAIN program is based upon a stiffness
fq-l
•method type of analysis. J This analysis assumes that the 
structural members behave elastically under any loading and 
deformation. The members must also be linear and prismatic.
As mentioned previously, STRAIN-I is for three dimensional 
analysis while STRAIN-11 can handle planar structures only.
Since STRAIN-II is essentially a subset of STRAIN-I, only 
STRAIN-I will be treated in this paper. The analysis, applications, 
and use of STRAIN-I will constitute the remainder of this 
report. Chapters II and III develop the theory of the stiffness 
analysis as used in STRAIN. Chapter IV describes the interactive, 
graphics system and Chapter V is essentially a user's manual 
for STRAIN. Chapter VI gives examples of problems run on the 
STRAIN system.
A FORTRAN listing of STRAIN-I is shown in the Appendix.
This listing contains the actual calculation program, the CUG 
system calls, and the interactive graphics programs which were 
developed for STRAIN.
CHAPTER II 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
This chapter will introduce the terminology and the basic 
concepts of structural analysis. Chapter III will build upon 
these to develop the stiffness method of analysis.
2.1 Terminology
Before the concepts of structural analysis can be understood, 
certain terminology and basic concepts must be explained. Webster 
defines a structure as "something made up of interdependent parts 
in a definite pattern of organization.
In structural analysis the "interdependent parts" are 
generally called members. Although members may be of almost 
any shape, this treatment will be concerned only with those 
which are linear and prismatic. The members are connected to 
one another at locations called joints. Joints may be either 
"pinned" or "fixed". A pinned joint will allow rotation between 
the members framing into that joint. A fixed joint allows no 
relative rotation between the members framing into it. The joints 
where members are connected to the ground or foundation are 
called supports. Supports may be either "pinned" or "fixed".
A pinned support will allow rotation of the member about the 
support, while fixed supports will not. Examples of the two
8types of joints and supports are shown on the structures in 
Figure 1.
The "organization" of a structure is the geometric pattern 
of members and joints. This configuration is generally termed 
"connectivity," and determines the physical appearance of the 
structure.
The types of loads applied to structures fall into three 
categories: concentrated forces; distributed forces; and moments 
or couples. Concentrated loads are forces applied at one point 
while distributed loads are forces spread along the length of a 
member. Moments are torques and may only be applied at points.
The type of joints, connectivity, and geometry of a structure 
determine its "type." This paper will deal only with "framed" 
structures. Under this heading there are six categories: continuous 
beams; plane trusses; space trusses; grids; plane frames; and 
space frames. Continuous beams are defined as linear members 
with one or more points of support. Plane and space trusses 
are configurations in two or three dimensions, respectively, with 
pinned or hinged joints. Grids are planar structures composed 
of continuous beams intersecting or crossing each other. Generally, 
when the grid members intersect, the joint is considered rigid; 
and if the members cross, hinged joints are assumed. Plane and 
space frames are similar to plane and space trusses, respectively, 
except the joints of the frames are assumed to be rigid. Figure 1 
depicts these six types of structures.
9I_____________________
(a) Continuous Beam
Figure 1 
TYPES OF STRUCTURES
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Continuous beams may be loaded by forces in a plane which 
contains an axis of symmetry of the cross-section and by moments 
with their moment vector perpendicular to this plane. Plane 
trusses must have all force loads acting in the plane of the 
structure with moment load vectors again perpendicular to that 
plane. These loads may be concentrated joint forces or any 
type member loads. Space trusses may have joint or member forces 
in any direction, but may have moment vectors perpendicular to 
member directions only. Plane frames are capable of carrying 
all the loads of a plane truss with the addition of moments at 
joints with the vector direction again perpendicular to the 
plane. The grid loading conditions are complements of the plane 
frame; the forces are normal to the plane of the grid while the 
moment vectors lie in the plane. A space frame may be loaded 
in any direction with any type of load and is the most general 
type of structure discussed.
When any member is loaded it will undergo some small changes 
in shape. These changes are called deformations and when de­
formations of all members in a structure are combined, the 
overall structure will assume some new deflected shape.
There are basically four types of deformations: axial;
shearing; flexural; and torsional. They are generally caused
by four types of internal member forces and moments: axial 
t
force, N ; shearing forces, V , and V ; bending moments, 
x y z
My, and Mz; and twisting moment, T. Figure 2 shows a typical
member, the four types of loadings, and the four types of 
deformations. Axial deformations are due to forces aoting in 
the longitudinal direction of the member, and shear deformations 
are doe to forces which are normal to that axis. Axial de­
formations cause a lengthening or shortening along the long­
itudinal axis. Shear deformations cause lateral displacements 
of parallel cross-sections of the member. Flexural deformations 
are due to pairs of bending couples with their moment vectors 
normal to the longitudinal axis. This causes a relative 
rotation of the two cross-sections so that they no longer are 
parallel, causing a contraction of the compression side of the 
member and an extension of the tension side. Torsional de­
formations are caused by twisting couples which have their 
m°m0nt along the longitudinal axiL The twisting couple
creates a relative rotation of two cross-sections about the 
longitudinal axis. For any member shape except circular, torsional 
deformations will als0 cause distortion of the member.
Generally, a single force or moment is called an "action."
In some cases, sets of identical or related loads are also called 
actions, but these systems will not be discussed here. The action 
structure will cause sets of forces and moments
at the Joints or supports. These forces and moments are in turn 
called reactions.
Cb) Axial
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Cc) Shear (d) Bending
Figure 2 
MEMBER FORCES AND DEFORMATIONS
As previously stated, a displacement is the movement of 
a point of a structure. Displacements are of two forms: trans­
lations or distances moved by points on the structure, and 
rotations which are the angles turned by a tangent to the elastic 
curve at any point. "Corresponding" actions and displacements 
are those which are of the same type and are located at the same 
point on the structure. Thus, a displacement corresponding to 
an action must be in the same direction as that action at the 
point of application, although the displacement may not be due 
entirely to that action.
A structure's geometry is generally given in terms of three 
mutually orthogonal directions, usually the X, Y, and Z directions.
*
This set of axes is termed the global or structural axes, and
13
will be denoted by X, Y, and Z. The positioning of the joints
and supports are given relative to the global coordinate system.
Each member is given a local coordinate system, denoted by x^, ym ,
and zm* Each member's coordinate system will be determined by
its orientation in the overall structure. The x^ axis will be
directed along the longitudinal axis of the member, with the
y and z axes in the principal directions of the cross-section 
Jm m
of the member.
Any structure, or any part of it, must be in static 
equilibrium. Thus, if the symbol F is used to denote forces, 
and M to denote moments, the static equilibrium equations 
can be written as:
E Fx = 0 E Fy = ° E *FZ = 0
E M  = 0 E M  = 0 E H  = 0 
x y z
(2.1)
where E F represents the sum of all the forces in the X direction
X
and E M  is the sum of all the moments about the X axis. The 
X
same format is used for the equations with Y and Z axes.
Any structure must meet the "compatibility" requirements 
as well as those of static equilibrium. The compatability 
conditions are concerned with the continuity of displacements 
of the structure. For example, a fixed support requires no
14
movement or rotation of the support, and compatability requires 
the same of any member framing into the support at that point.
Several other terms, most referring to member properties, 
will now be defined. A is the cross-sectional area of a
A
member. 1 , 1 ,  and I are the second moment of the cross- 
x y z
sectional area of the section about the indicated axes. I 
gives some indication of the torsional rigidity of a member, 
while I and are related to the bending about the ym and zm 
axes. E is Young's Modulus or the modulus of elasticity which 
is found from the stress-strain curves of any material. G is 
the shear modulus of elasticity.9,11’12^
2.2 Action and Displacement Equations
The relationship between the actions and displacements of 
a structure have a great bearing on the type of structural 
analysis to be undertaken. Figure 3a shows a linear elastic 
spring having an action A imposed upon it. This action will 
cause a corresponding extension or displacement D of the 
spring. The relationship between the action A and corresponding 
deflection D of the spring can be written in terms of the 
following "displacement equation":
D = FA (2 .2 )
15
where F is the "flexibiltiy" of the spring and is defined as 
the displacement produced by a unit value of the action A. The 
same equation can be rewritten into an "action equation," as 
follows:
A = SD , (2.3)
where S is the "stiffness" of the spring and is defined as the 
action required to produce a unit displacement.
It is apparent from the preceeding equations that the 
spring's flexibility and stiffness are inverses of each other,
i. e.,
These same equations hold for any linearily elastic 
structure subjected to a single action. Figure 3 also shows a 
beam subjected to a single force and gives the flexibility and 
stiffness from a strength of materials analysis.
Figure 4 shows a more general structure with several applied 
actions. The overall deflected shape is shown in Figure 4b. Shapes 
caused by unit actions corresponding to A ^  A2 , and A^ are shown in 
Figure 4c, 4d, 4e. These three cases may be combined to yield the 
overall shape by using the "principle of superposition." This
16
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(b) Cantilever Beam
Figure 3 
ACTION - DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS
means that for a linear elastic structure, the displacements 
produced by several actions can be obtained by combining the 
displacements due to the individual cases. In this particular 
example, the displacement D1 is given by:
D1 = °11 + °12 + °13 ’ (2-5)
where D is the displacement at point l corresponding to the 
action A^, D^2 is the displacement at 1 caused by and D^3 
the displacement at 1 caused by A . Similar equations could 
be generated for and D .
17
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Figure 4 
FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS
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Since D.^, D , and D13 are each caused by a single 
force, each could be represented as the product of a "flexibility 
coefficient" and the action which caused the displacement. 
Therefore, the three displacements could be written as:
D1 ~ F11 A1 + p12 A2 + F13 A3 *
°2 = F21 A1 + F22 A2 + F23 A3 ’ > (2 '6)
°3 “ F31 A1 + F32 A2 + F33 A3 ’
where (Fn  A1 = Dn ), (F12 A2 = D12), (F13 A3 = D13), and so on.
While perhaps not as easily visualized, it is possible to
write the actions in terms of the displacements in a form 
similar to Equations (2.6):
\  = S11 °1 + S12 °2 + S13 °3 •
A2 " S21 °1 + S22 °2 + S23 °3 ’
(2.7)
A3 S31 °1 + S32 °2 + S33 D3 ’
in which S ^  is the "stiffness coefficient" which represents 
the action corresponding to A at point l when a unit displace-
JL %
ment is given at while holding D2 and at zero. In
19
the same manner S12 represents the action corresponding to A 
caused by a unit deflection at D while D and D_ are held at
Z i. O
zero. Similarly, all stiffness coefficients can be defined as 
actions produced by a single unit displacement, holding all 
other displacements at zero. Figure 5 illustrates the same 
problem as Figure 4, but uses the stiffness coefficient concept.
The structural analysis concept proposed by Equation (2.6) 
is generally termed the "flexibility method" and that of 
Equation (2.7) is called the "stiffness method." While it is 
feasible to calculate the flexibility coefficients in the manner 
indicated, the calculation of the stiffness coefficients would 
be a very laborious task. In practice, the stiffness coefficients 
are calculated for fixed-end members and assembled for the 
overall structure. Because the assembly is by simple addition, 
and because of the relative ease of programming, the stiffness 
method is generally used more than the flexibility method in 
structural analysis at this time. The following chapter will 
deal with the development of the stiffness method.
20
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STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS
CHAPTER III 
STIFFNESS METHOD
The stiffness method of structural analysis developed here 
will be done in matrix notation which is very similar to that 
used by the STRAIN program. The analysis outlined is for a 
space frame since it is the most general type of structure
f9 1
considered. The analysis can be broken into several steps:L
1. Assembly of Structure Data. All of the structure data 
must be assembled and recorded (or stored) for future use. This 
data includes the number of members, number of joints, number of 
degrees of freedom (cumulative total of translations and rotations 
the joints and supports are free to move), joint coordinates, 
member incidences, member section properties, support restraint 
conditions, and the elastic properties of the material.
2. Generation and Inversion of Stiffness Matrix. The 
stiffness matrix is a fixed quantity for any given structure 
depending only upon the structure data. The over-all structure 
stiffness matrix is assembled from this data (1 above) and is 
inverted for further calculations.
3. Assembly of Load Data. The load data, both for joint 
loads and member loads, must be tabulated.
* 4. Generation of Vectors Associated with Loads. The 
fixed-end actions due to member loads must be calculated and 
converted to equivalent joint loads. The equivalent joint loads
are then added to the previously stored joint loads to obtain 
an equivalent structure which is loaded at the joints only.
5. Calculation of Results. The joint displacements, 
support reactions, and final member-end actions must be computed 
from the previously stored results.
3.1 Structure Properties
As stated previously, all of the data pertaining to the 
structure is tabulated and saved for use in the calculations.
The number of members of the structure is known and is denoted 
by "M". Similarly, the number of joints is counted and is 
indicated by "NJ". "NR" is used to indicate the number of 
restraints on the joints and supports of the structure. For 
the space frame the number of degrees of freedom "N" is then 
calculated as:
N = 6*NJ - NR , (3.1)
since each joint is capable of three translations and three 
rotations. In addition, the modulus of elasticity, "E", and 
the shear modulus "G" are known.
The coordinates of the joints are entered and are stored 
convfeniently in three column vectors, X, Y, and 1 where the 
X, Y, and Z coordinates of joint number i, with respect to some 
overall structure coordinates, are stored in X(i), Y(i), and Z(i)
23
respectively. Since there are NJ joints, these three vectors 
will each have NJ entries as follows:
1
X 
X
 
h-±
1
'y (i ) ‘
Y (2)
'z(D "
Z (2)
•
X(i)
Y =
Y(i)
Z =
Z(i)
X(NJ) Y(NJ) Z(NJ)
The joint restraints are entered and stored in a column 
vector denoted RL for use in the generation of the stiffness 
matrix. Since each joint has six possible restraints, RL will 
have 6*NJ rows. If k is a joint number, then the X, Y, Z 
translation restraints and the X, Y, Z rotation restraints are 
stored in RL(6k-5), RL(6k-4), RL(6k-3), RL(6k-2), RL(6k-l), and 
RL(6k), respectively. If a joint is restrained against move­
ment in any direction, the entry in RU corresponding to that 
restraint direction will be a "l"; otherwise it will be "0".
The member incidences are tabulated for further use in 
the calculations. Each member must go from one joint to another 
with the starting joint usually called the "j-end" and the ending 
joint called the "k-end." The member orientations not only 
define the j and k ends of the member, but also a member 
coordinate axes system. The origin of this system is taken at 
the j-end of the member, and the xm-axis is along the longitudinal
24
axis of the member. The ym and zm member axes are then directed 
in the principal axes of the cross-section of the member. The 
member incidences are stored in another column vector denoted 
by B which has 2 * M rov/s. It can be considered to be the 
result of stacking the Mj-ends on top of the M k-ends. Thus, 
for any member i, the j-end will be stored in B(i) and the k-end 
in B(i + M). Alternately, if the B" vector is split into two 
M-dimensional vectors JT and JK, the j-end is located in JJ(i) 
and the k-end in JK(i).
Once X, Y, Z, and B are known, several other quantities are 
calculated. The length of each member is calculated and stored 
in the vector L which has M rows. The length of the i^- member 
is calculated and stored as follows:
L ( i )  = [ {X [JK ( i )] - X [ J J ( i ) ] } 2 + {Y [JK ( i )] - Y [ J J ( i ) ] } 2 
+ {Z [JK ( i ) ]  - ZCJJCi) ]}2] ^  , (3.3)
where J0(i) = B(i) and JK(i) = B(i + M). The three direction 
cosines of each member relative to the overall structure axis can 
also be calculated and are:
CX(i) = { X [ J K ( i )] - X [ J J ( i ) ] } / L ( i )  
CYCl) = {Y [ J K ( i )] - Y [ J J ( i ) ] } / L ( i ) 
C Z ( i ) = { Z [ J K ( i )] - Z [ J J ( i ) ] } / L ( i )
(3.4)
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where CX,'CY, and CZ are the X, Y, and Z direction cosines, 
respectively, for all members of the structure.
Before the stiffness matrix can be generated, the member 
properties must also be known. The section properties will be 
tabulated in four column vectors, each having M rows. AX will 
represent the cross-sectional area of the members; IX the 
torsional constant; and IY and IZ the second moments of the 
cross-sectional area about the ym and axes, respectively. 
Thus, all the section properties for member number i will be 
stored in AX(i), IX(i), IY(i), and IZ(i).
3.2 Generation of the Stiffness Matrix
Once all the data outlined in the previous section is 
assembled, the stiffness matrix is generated. The stiffness 
matrix developed here is for linear prismatic members only.
The sum of the stiffness of individual members which frame
• fg 1
into a joint is defined as that joint's stiffness. J Thus, 
to generate the joint stiffness matrix for a structure, it is 
possible to add the member stiffnesses in some convenient 
manner.
The previous section describes the process of obtaining 
the member coordinate axes. That same concept will apply here. 
Figure 6 depicts a typical restrained member with the member 
axes shown and the twelve possible actions and displacement 
directions indicated. At joint J0(i) the three translations
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are numbered 1, 2, and 3 for the x^, y^, and z^ directions, 
respectively; 4, 5, and 6 denote the rotations about the xm , 
y , and zm axes, respectively, with the indicated directions 
being taken as positive. Similarly, 7, 8, and 9 represent the 
' translations at JK(i), and 10, 11, and 12 the rotations at that 
joint. The unit displacements are applied one at a time in the 
positive direction holding all other displacements at zero. 
Then, the corresponding member stiffnesses are the actions 
exerted on the member by the restraints.
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Figure 6
RESTRAINED MEMBER WITH ACTIONS 
AND DISPLACEMENTS
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Once these stiffness coefficients are found, they are
assembled into a member stiffness matrix denoted SM. For
a space frame where all twelve displacements are possible,
the stiifness matrix is a 12 x 12 array. For members of other
• types of structures, the stiffness matrix will be of a smaller
dimension. For example, the plane frame member stiffness matrix
will be a 6 x 6 since only xm and y m translations and z
m m  m
rotations at each end are possible. This matrix can be con­
structed from the space frame member stiffness matrix by 
deleting rows and columns 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, and 11. Similarly, 
any member stiffness matrix can be constructed from the general 
space frame case by deleting the unneeded rows and columns. The 
space frame member stiffness matrix for member i is given in 
Table 3.1.
Once the member stiffness matrix is assembled, it is
converted from the member axes to the overall structure axes.
The member stiffness matrix for structure axes, denoted SMD,
is obtained from the SM array by a rotation of axes.
Figure 7a shows a typical member of a space frame with its
member axes and 12 possible displacements indicated. The y
Jm
and zm axes are again taken as the Principal axes of the member. 
The twelve types of displacements in terms of the structure axes 
are shown in Figure 7b. The rotation matrix RT must relate the 
SM stiffnesses (Figure 7a) to the SMD stiffnesses (Figure 7b).
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Figure 8 shows a typical non-vertical member of a space 
frame with all of the necessary axes and angles for the develop­
ment of the rotation matrix. The member must undergo three 
rotations from the structure to the member axes. The first 
rotation is through the angle £ about the Y axis. The member 
is then rotated through an angle y about the Z. axis to give
P
it the correct inclination. If the member is then rotated 
through the angle a about the xm axis, the ym and zm axes will 
coincide with the principal axes of the section.
Figure 7
SPACE FRAME MEMBER WITH DISPLACEMENTS 
IN TERMS OF MEMBER AND STRUCTURE AXES
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Figure 8 
MEMBER ROTATIONS
The rotation matrices for each of these three rotations are 
obtainable from geometry and are given b y : ^
cos3 0 sin3 cx cz
0 1 0 = Ycx2 + cz2 0 Vex2 + CZ2
-sin3 0 cos3 0 1 0
-cz cx
Vex2 + cz2 Vex2 + cz2
(3.5)
r -
c o s y s i n y 0
CMX
+  c z 2 c y 0
= - s i n y c o s y 0 = - c y V e x 2 +  c z 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
- .
(3.6)
R =
a
1 0 
0 cosa 
0 -sina
0
sina
cosa
(3.7)
The rotation matrix for the three successive rotations is 
then given by:
R = R R Rq (3.8)
a y 3 v '
The angle a is defined as the angle from a vertical plane 
through the axis of the member to one of the principal axes of
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the cross-section. This angle can be specified by giving the
coordinates of some point P which lies in the x - y plane.
m ■'m r
Figure 8 shows such a point P, with coordinates XP, YP, and ZP
relative to the j member end in the structure axes directions.
For a general space frame each member has a point P to designate
its principal plane. The coordinates of these points are
tabulated in three column vectors XF, YP, and IP, such that the
t h
coordinates of P.. for the i—  member are stored in XP(i), YP(i), 
and ZP(i).
The coordinates of any point P^  in terms of the structure 
axes origin are calculated as:
XPS = XP(i) - X[B(i)] 
YPS = YP(i) - Y[B(i)] 
ZPS = ZP(i) - Z[B(i)]
(3.9)
a r e : ^
The coordinates of P^  in terms of t h e y  axes of Figure 8
XPG
YPG
= CX-XPS + CY-YPS + CZ-ZPS
-CX'CY ,------ -—
= yja z + CZ2 XPS + V C X 2 + cz2
CY-CZ
YPS"Vcx2 + C ?
ZPS
ZPG =
-CZ CX
V e x 2 + cz2 xps + V e x 2 + cz2
ZPS
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From Figure 8, the sine and cosine of the angle a can be 
expressed as:
Equation (3.11) can be substituted into Equation (3.8) and 
the rotation matrix R is then known. Thus, R can be found 
without ever specifying the angle a, but rather by specifying 
one point per member which lies in the principal plane of the 
cross-section of the member.
If a member is vertical, its rotation matrix is different 
than that of the general skewed member. There is no rotation 
about the Y axis since the member is vertical. The first 
rotation is through the angle y which will be 90° or 270° de­
pending upon if the member is pointing "up" or "down". The
second rotation is the angle a about the x axis. Then, the
3 m
rotation matrix for a vertical member is given as:
ZP6
(3.11)
YPG
C0Sa >/ YPG2 + ZPG2
0 CY 0
R = -CY cosa 0 sina 
CY sina 0 cosa
(3.12)
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The sine and cosine of a can be evaluated directly from geometry 
by using the point P.:
These values are substituted into Equation (3.12) and the 
rotation matrix for any vertical member is known.
If RT designates the "rotation transformation matrix" for 
actions and displacements at both ends of the member, it can 
be shown that:
0 0 R 0
0 0 0 R
where each R is the 3 x 3  rotation matrix given by either 
Equation (3.8) or Equation (3.12).
The action-displacement relations of Chapter 2 indicate 
that the actions and displacements at the ends of a member are 
related by:
ZPS
(3.13)
-XPS
R 0 0 0 
RT = 0 R 0 0 (3.14)
A = SM-D 
m im (3.15)
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This relationship is in terms of member coordinates and must be
transformed into an action-displacement relationship in the
structure axes. Since the rotation transformation matrix relates
global coordinates to member coordinates, A and D are:
m m
A = RT-A ) 
m I
(3.16)
D = RT-D 
m I
where A and D are the action and displacement vectors in terms 
of the global coordinate system. Thus, Equation (3.15) may be 
rewritten in terms of the structure coordinates as:
RT-A = SM- (RT-D) .. (3.17)
Premultiplying each side of Equation (3.17) by the inverse 
of the rotation transformation matrix yields:
A = RT"1 SM-RT-D . (3.18)
The original R matrix can be shown to be orthogonal since its 
transpose is equal to its inverse:
RT = R’1 • (3.19)
Since RT consists of four diagonal R submatrices, it is also
orthogonal:
RTT = RT"1 . (3.20)
Thus, the transpose of the rotation transformation matrix RT 
can be substituted for the inverse in Equation (3.18) to yield
A = RTT SM RT D . (3.21)
Since the action-displacement equations relate the actions A 
to the displacements D, Equation (3.21) can be rewritten as:
A = SMD-D , (3.22)
where,
SMD = RTT -SM-RT , (3.23)
and SMD is a 12 x 12 matrix.
Once all of the member stiffness matrices SMD are known, 
the overall or joint stiffness matrix S may be constructed.
As stated previously, the stiffness of a joint is the sum of 
the stiffnesses of all the members framing into that joint. 
Thus, S may be constructed by summing the correct terms from 
the various SMD matrices. Any member i contributes to the
stiffnesses at joints B(i) = JJ(i) and B(i + M) = JK(i) at 
the ends of the member. The first column of the SMD matrix 
for member i consists of restraint actions at J J (i) and JK(i) 
due to a unit translation at the JO(i) end of member i in the 
X-direction. This column is transferred to S as follows:
S(Jl, Jl) = Z S(Jl, Jl) + SMD(1, 1).
S(J2, Jl) = Z S(J2j Jl) + SMD(2, l)i 
S(J4, Jl) = 2 S (J3» Jl) + SMD(3, l)i 
S(J4, Jl) = I S(J4, Jl) + SMD(4, 1).
S(J5, Jl) = Z S(J5, Jl) + SMD(5, l).
S(J6, Jl) = Z S(J6, Jl) + SMD(6, l).
S(K1, Jl) = SMD(7, l)i 
S(K2, Jl) = SMD(8, 1)
S(K3, Jl) = SMD(9, 1).
S(K4, Jl) = SMD(lO, 1).
S(K5, Jl) = SMD(11, 1).
S(K6, Jl) = SMD(l2, 1). (3.24)
where:
Jl = 6*JJ(i)-5 
J2 = 6*JJ(i)-4
J6 = 6 *J J C i)
(3.25)
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Kl = 6*JK(i)-S 
K2 = 6*JK(i)-4
(3.26)
K6 = 6*JK(i)
and £ S (Jl, Ji) is the cumulative sum of all the previous SMD 
elements which were added and stored in that location of the 
matrix. If S is constructed so that the rows and columns which 
correspond to restrained directions are omitted, the joint 
stiffness matrix can be reduced in size somewhat. If this is 
done, the joint stiffness matrix will be N x N where N is the 
number of degrees of freedom; however, care must be taken when 
using the matrix to insure that the correct elements are used.
If the joint loads for the overall structure are known, the 
joint equilibrium equations in matrix form are:
AC = S-D , (3.27)
where AC is the combined load vector for the joints and IT is the 
joint displacement vector.
3.3, Assembly of Load Data
Before Equation (3.27) can be used, the various load data 
must be known. As stated previously, loads may be either of
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two types: joint loads or member loads.
The joint loads are given in terms of structure coordinates 
and may be either concentrated forces or moments. Thus, for 
each joint there are six possible loads, three forces and three 
moments in the X, Y, and Z directions. These various loads are 
tabulated in an "action" vector A. Since there are NJ joints,
A has 6*NJ rows. The six actions applied at any joint K are 
located in A(6*K-5), A(6*K-4),...., A(6*K), where the first 
three represent forces in the X, Y, and Z directions, and the 
remaining three the moments about those same axes.
The member loads are given in terms of the member coordinates 
and may be moments, concentrated forces, or distributed forces. 
Since all of the stiffness equations are now in terms of structure 
coordinates and joint actions and displacements, the applied 
member loads must be converted to forces and moments at the ends 
of the members in structure coordinates. Once again the members 
are considered as totally restrained, and the end actions are 
calculated using strength of materials e q u a t i o n s . ,14-^ These 
fixed-end actions are the actions induced by the applied member 
loads and are located at the ends of the members in terms of 
member coordinates.
By using a rectangular matrix, the fixed-end actions are 
then*tabu!ated in an applied member load or AML matrix. At 
each end of a member there are three possible forces and three 
possible moments. The AML matrix is constructed so that the
twelve fixed-end actions for any member are stored in one row 
of AML, so the matrix will be of dimension M x 12. Thus, for any 
member i, the three forces in the xm , ym> and zm directions and 
the three moments about the same axes at the j-end of the member 
are stored in AML(i, l), AML(i, 2),...., AML(i, 6). Similarly, 
the six actions at the k-end of the member are located in 
AML(i, 7), AML(i , 8),...., AML(i , 12).
3.4 Generation of Load Vector
At this point, the applied joint loads are stored in the 
A vector while the fixed-end actions for the applied member 
loads are located in the AML matrix. These two must now be 
combined to give a set of loads which are applied only at the 
joints in the directions of the structure axes. These combined 
actions will be stored in an AC vector which will be formatted 
exactly as the A vector was in Section 3.3.
Before the AC vector can be constructed, the AML matrix 
must be converted into an equivalent action vector W  with the 
actions at the joints in structure coordinates. This is 
accomplished using the rotation matrix, RT, which was developed 
in Section 3.2. If the rotation matrices and the fixed-end 
actions are known, the actions at the ends of member i in 
structure coordinates are equal to:^
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CRT1], AML. (3.28)
where [RT]i is the rotation transformation matrix for the i—  
member and M T i is i^- row of the AML matrix in column vector 
form:
Equation (3.29) will result in a twelve element column vector, the 
first six elements being the actions at the j-end and the second 
six elements being those at the k-end of the member. The AE 
vector is then constructed by summing the contributions to the 
joint actions of all the members framing into that matrix. j£ 
will have a dimension of 6*NJ and the six actions at any joint j 
will be tabulated in AE(6*j-s), AE(6*j-4),___ _ AE(6*j).
The combined action vector AC is calculated by summing the 
A and AE vectors. Since both vectors have the same dimension 
and are constructed following the same format, the AC vector is 
calculated directly as:
AML.
AML(i, 1) 
AML(i , 2) 
AML(i, 3)
(3.29)
AML(i, 12)
AC = A + AE (3.30)
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3.5 Calculation of Results
Equation (3.27) in Section 3.2 relates the actions applied 
at the joints, AC, to the displacements of the joints, D, through 
the use of the overall structure stiffness matrix S as follows:
AC = S-D , (3.31)
where AC and D are 6*NJ vectors and S is a 6*NJ x 6*NJ matrix.
The S matrix is square and symmetric. It is also singular 
because the rigid body motions of the structure as a whole have 
not been constrained. The matrix must be rearranged and 
partitioned to separate the constrained portion from the re­
leased portion as follows:
S1 SDR
SRD
1
SRR
>
The submatrix is square and symmetric, and corresponds to 
the unknown displacements of the structure. As such, it is 
N x N where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the 
structure. is rectangular and gives the reactions due to
the unknown displacements. gives the actions corresponding
to the degree of freedom when unit displacements are introduced 
at the support restraints. gives the actions at the support
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restraints due to unit displacements at the supports.^
Sj_ ^  non-singular and can be inverted. There are numerous 
methods of matrix inversions available,^-15,16j17  ^ ancj a suitable 
method should be chosen.
The AC and D vectors must be partitioned so that they can 
be used with the partitioned S matrix. Eolation (3.31) becomes:
I
V
1 1 1
I
S 1 i 
1----- -j-.
s
DR Di
AR + ACrd
SRD !I
s
RR “r
where AC^ and refer to the released actions and displacements,
respectively, AR is the restraint reaction vector,. ACDn is the
RL)
restraint action vector, and is the restraint displacement 
vector which is composed of all zeros. Since,
V °  •
ACj - Sj -Dj , (3.34)
the released displacements are solved for:
Dj = S~11-kC1 . (3 .35)
Similarly, the support reactions are:
AR is 6*NJ column vector following the same format as AC, except 
that released entries are set to zero.
Finally, the member-end actions AMOUT for any member i 
may be computed using the following equation:
AMOUT. = AML. + SM.(RT. D.) , (3.37)
where AMOUT^ is a twelve element column vector corresponding to 
the twelve actions at the ends of member i. The rotation trans­
formation matrix RT must be included to transform the structure 
axes joint displacements into member coordinates. The member 
stiffness matrix SMi is then multiplied times these "member end , 
displacements" to give the member-end actions induced by the 
end displacements. Then by superposition the applied member 
loads are added to give the final member-end actions. This 
process is then repeated for all of the members of the structure.
The joint displacements, support reactions, and member- 
end actions are calculated for any structure using Equations 
(3.35), (3.35), and (3.37) and the structure is essentially 
solved. The notation used in this chapter is very nearly the 
same as that used in the STRAIN program. There are several minor 
differences which were introduced for operating efficiency and 
programming ease. The only major difference is that the STRAIN
program reduces the size of some of the matrices and vectors 
involved to correspond to the actual number of degrees of 
freedom rather than the possible number of degrees of freedom. 
This is done mainly by proper indexing and through the use of 
a cumulative restraint list CRL. Other than these time and 
storage saving implementations, the stiffness method of analys 
used by the STRAIN program is the same as presented here. A 
general flow chart and a listing of STRAIN-I is presented in 
the Appendix.
CHAPTER IV 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM
.
STRAIN is an interactive computer graphics system for 
the solution of any of a variety of types of structures. The 
system operates in a question-response mode. The structural 
engineer interacts with the computer via his response to 
the questions and displays of the program. The questions or 
. messages are self-explanatory and easily understood. The 
displays are tabulations, graphs, or structural representations. 
The use and interpretation of the displays and their logical 
orientation facilitate the use of STRAIN by the engineer.
As previously stated, the STRAIN programs operate using 
CUG software on a CDC 280 system compris-ed of the CDC 280 
display controller, the CDC 284 high speed microfilm recorder
'
and the CDC 282 auxiliary display and storage buffer.
■
4.1 System Elements
The interactive graphics system contains two basic types 
of input/output modes:^-18-^ command sets and displays. A 
command set is a message, question, or instruction and the 
corresponding response. The command sets determine the logical 
arrapgement to be followed by the program and the computations 
to be executed. A display is a tabulation, graph, or structural 
representation as dictated by the STRAIN program using the CUG 
software.
Displays are shown on the 282 screen and may be microfilmed. 
Command sets are also shown on the screen and may appear at the 
same time as a display; but they may not be microfilmed even if 
the display is.
4.1.1 Command Sets
Command sets determine the logical order for the program 
to follow and the calculations to be performed. Thus, in essence 
command sets allow the engineer to proceed through the program 
and communicate with the computer. Command sets consist of 
digits, letters, words, phrases, or alphanumeric data which 
have meaning in the context of the problem. The command sets 
are used to input data for the program, to allow further ex­
ecution, to allow displays to be output^ or to give commands to 
the interactive system.
Command sets are indicated on the lower two lines of the 
terminal's CRT and are positioned according to the CUG system 
as indicated in Figure 9.
The three types of messages consist of words or phrases
which inform the engineer of commands he must enter, relate to
him some error which has occurred, or give the condition of
the system at a particular time. Subsystem messages are shown
in this paper as upper case symbols in italics. System messages 
t
of either type are indicated as upper case letters.
Figure 9 
MESSAGE AND COMMAND LAYOUT
There are two types of keyboard commands in response to 
the messages: system commands and subsystem commands. Both 
types are input by the user for use in directing the program 
or changing the data. Commands are indicated in this paper
by upper case letters delineated by single quotation marks.
■
4.1.2 Subsystem Messages
A subsystem message is a question or message which is 
generated by the STRAIN program. These messages request data 
changes and decisions about the data and the displays to be 
shown. Two examples of sub-system messages are:
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
The first example requires a true or false keyboard entry while 
the second requires that the carriage return key be depressed. 
Both of these entries are subsystem commands.
4.1.3 CP System Messages
A CP system message is a message or diagnostic from the 
central processor that an error has been committed in entering 
a subsystem command or that a system command has been executed. 
This type of message is generated by the CUG system. Two 
examples of CP system messages are:
FRAME RECORDED
FIELD COUNT ERROR TRY nn
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The first example indicates that the user attempted to record 
a display on microfilm and was able to do so. The latter 
example indicates that data was entered from the keyboard; nn 
parameters were expected but not received.
4.1.4 PP System Messages
A PP system message is an instruction or diagnostic from 
the peripheral processor which is controlling the CDC 280 system. 
This type of message is also generated by the CUG system.
Examples are:
TYPE COMMAND
CP NOT READY FOR A LINE
where the first indicates that some system command is to be 
entered. The second example indicates that the central processor 
has not yet accepted the previous line of input.
4.1.5 System Commands
System commands are entries from the keyboard which are 
standardized according to the CUG system. The system commands 
are single letters or phrases. Some examples are:
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where the R is the CUG system code to send the current display 
to the 280 for microfilming. The C allows the user to enter 
control cards from the keyboard; an example of this would be 
to request a partial core dump by entering the DMP control 
card. The A system command will cause the program to be aborted 
by the user in an error mode.
For a further discussion of the CUG messages and system 
commands, the reader is referred to Report No. 69-6 of the 
Graduate School Computing Center, University of Colorado.
4.1.6 Subsystem Commands
Subsystem commands are commands which are expected 
"answers" to questions or messages generated by the STRAIN 
subsystem. The subsystem commands are input to the program 
via the interactive keyboard. The commands may be of any of 
three types: numerical data, logical statements, and a "carriage 
return" statement to carry out further calculations.
The numerical data entries are integer (whole number) or 
decimal (floating point). The integer data consists of numbers 
which do not contain a decimal point. Integers are represented
in this report by the symbol n or n ^  n2 ,.... nm where the
first stands for a single integer number and the second set 
represents a series of integer numbers. Some examples of 
integers or fixed point numbers are:
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1 -10 32 67954 
Numbers such as:
-53. 203.
are not integers since they contain a decimal point. If 
integer data were to be input and a number with a decimal were 
entered, an error condition will result and a CP system message 
is shown on the screen.
Decimal or floating point numbers do contain a decimal 
point and can be expressed either in the normal manner or in 
exponential form. Decimal numbers are indicated in this paper 
by:
v. or v.v
A series of decimal numbers will be indicated by:
Normal decimal numbers contain at least one digit and a decimal 
poirvt as in the following examples:
1. -4.39 .000167 0 .0
Exponential decimal numbers are decimal numbers followed 
by an "E" and a signed or unsigned integer. The number follow­
ing the E is the power of ten by which the number preceding the 
E is multiplied to give the normalized decimal number. The 
following are examples of exponential decimal numbers:
6.377E0 .= 6.377 X 10° = 6.377
63.77E-1 = 63.77 X 10_1 = 6.377
.006377E3 = .006377 X 10~3 = 6.377 
.006377E+3 = .006377 X 103 = 6.377
It should be noted that both normal and exponential decimal 
numbers must contain a decimal point. The numbers:
6377E-3
6
are not decimal numbers. If they were entered where a decimal 
number should have been entered, a CP system message would 
result.
The STRAIN program requires no negative integer numbers.
If a negative integer number is entered by mistake, an arithmetic 
t
error abort will occur. In some instances negative decimal 
numbers are allowed. For a further discussion of integer and
53
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decimal numbers the reader is referred to the Control Data 
6400/6500/6600 Computer Systems FORTRAN Reference Manual.^19^
The CUG system requires that if there is more than one 
data entry, the entries must be separated by commas. The 
system allows the mixing of integer, decimal, and alphanumeric 
data in a data input list; however, the STRAIN program requires 
no alphanumeric input. The following is a legal input data 
list for the STRAIN program as the answer to a particular sub­
system message:
3,3,-.415,2
The subsystem logical commands are the answers to certain 
subsystem questions which may be answere'd only with a "yes" or 
"no". If a message is to be answered "yes", then,
'T1 or ’TRUE’
is input from the keyboard; and if the answer is to be "no",
1F* or 'FALSE'
The "carriage return" response is the only other keyboard 
entry required for the operation of the program. It is generally
used when the subsystem message:
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
■
appears. The user must then depress the
.
CARRIAGE RETURN 
key to continue calculations.
4.2 Dimensional Units
The STRAIN program will operate using any units which the 
engineer wishes to operate with. The most common units used in 
structural engineering in the United States today are kips 
(=1000 pounds) and inches. To make the results readable, the 
STRAIN output is labelled in terms of kips and inches. However, 
the program itself is independent of the units used, so any 
set of consistent units may be used.
4.3 STRAIN Program Preparation
The STRAIN programs operate on CDC 6000 series machines 
and have run under the SCOPE 3.1.3, SCOPE 3.1.6, and SCOPE 
3.2.0 or C.U. SCOPE 1.0 Operating Systems. The program is 
generally submitted in punched card form with the appropriate 
control cards. The punched deck is either the FORTRAN source
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or object code deck. Alternately, the programs may be written 
on tape and executed from the tape in either FORTRAN or object 
code. Since the original data is usually quite lengthy, it is 
input by punched cards and then is checked and modified from 
the keyboard.
When STRAIN is ready for execution, the display shown in 
Figure 10 will appear. To obtain the next display, the
CARRIAGE RETURN
entry is made. The STRAIN program is then ready for operation 
in the interactive graphics mode.
4.4 STRAIN Input Data
The structure data which is input to STRAIN follows a 
problem-oriented free format form. It requires certain "major" 
cards, some of which must be followed by "minor" cards. The 
data may be placed anywhere in columns 1-72. Comment cards 
may use columns 1-80. There must be a space, equal sign, or 
comma following a code word or a number. Plus signs are allowed 
only in comments, and minus signs must be in the column directly 
before the number.
, Each problem requires the following major cards:
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NEW
NUMBER OF MEMBERS = M 
NUMBER OF JOINTS = NJ 
JOINT COORDINATES 
JOINT RESTRAINTS 
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
MEMBER PROPERTIES 
MEMBER LOADS 
SOLVE
where M and NJ are the number of members and joints, respectively, 
in the problem being solved. In addition, several other major 
cards may be used:
r—E=~
G-"
SOLVE ONLY LOAD CHANGES 
PRINT MATRICES 
C
STOP
where :: indicates a value to be inserted by the user.
The first major card, NEW, indicates that the data which 
follows is for a new problem. The next two major cards state 
the size of the structure. The maximum number of members is
50, and the maximum number of joints is 21.
The JOINT COORDINATES card is a header which indicates 
that there are NJ minor joint coordinate cards following.
Each minor card must give the joint numbers and the X, Y, 
and Z coordinates, as shown by the following examples:
1 X=50 Y=300.
1 X=50., Y 300
1 X=50 Y=300 Z=0
If a direction is omitted from a joint coordinate card, that 
coordinate will be set equal to zero. If there are not NJ 
minor joint coordinate cards following the major card, an 
error condition will exist, and the problem will be terminated.
The JOINT RESTRAINTS card is a header which indicates 
that the minor cards following it describe the restrained 
joints. Each minor card must give the joint number and the 
restraints at that joint. XT, YT, and ZT are translations in 
the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively. XR, YR, and ZR are 
rotations about the X, Y, and Z axis, respectively. If a joint 
is restrained against all six translations and rotations, the 
code word ALL may be used. The following are examples of minor 
joint restraint cards:
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1 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR
1 XT YT ZT XR YR
2 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR,ZR
2 ALL
The MEMBER INCIDENCES card is a header which indicates 
that there are M minor member incidence cards following. Each 
minor card gives the member number, the joint number of the 
j-end of that member, and the joint number of the k-end as in 
the following examples:
1 1 2  
1, 1. ,2 
1 1 2
If there are not M member incidence cards, an error condition 
exists and the problem is terminated.
The m e m b e r  PROPERTIES card indicates that, at least, M 
minor member properties cards are following. Each minor card 
must contain the member number and at least one of the following 
code words:
AX,IX,IY,i z ,x p ,y p , or ZP
These code words are defined in Chapters 2 and 3. Some exampl 
of the minor member properties cards are:
1 AX=500 IZ-1458.
2 AX 50. IX=300.,IY=605.3 IZ=1350.
3 AX=743.209
3 IZ=1898
If all member properties are the same, the properties may be 
specified on the m e m b e r  p r o p e r t i e s  card as follows:
MEMBER PROPERTIES AX=30. IZ=183.
If all member properties are not specified, an error condition 
will result and the problem will be terminated.
The MEMBER LOADS card specifies that minor member load 
cards follow until the next major card is encountered. Member 
loads may be of three types: UNI FORM, FORCE, and MOMENT. The 
directions of the loads are given in terms of member axes, and 
on the data cards are specified as X, Y, or Z. If a load is a 
force or moment, the distance from the j-end must also be 
specified as in the following examples:
1 FORCE Y=-35.2 DIST/WCE=124
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1 UNIFORM Y=-.392
2 MOMENT Z 45.2 DISTANCE 38.92
Any number of loads may be applied to any member by producing 
that number of minor cards for the member.
The SOLVE card indicates that the input data for one 
problem is complete, and execution may begin. The SOLVE 
card will be followed by a STOP if the problem is the last 
one to be solved. If there is another problem to be solved, a 
NEW card will follow the SOLVE card and the whole process 
repeated. If new loads are to be added to the structure, the 
SOLVE card will be followed by a MEMBER LOADS major card and 
the associated minor cards. These cards will then be followed 
by the SOLVE ONLY LOAD CHANGES card, and’ the original structure 
will be analyzed using the new loads.
The user may specify Young's modulus or the shear modulus 
by using the E=:: or G=:: major cards, respectively. If the cards 
are not included, E is 29,000 ksi and G is 0. Any comment may 
be included in the data by using the C major card. The stiffness 
matrix and its inverse will be output if the p r i n t  MATRICES 
major card is included. Table 6.1 is a typical data input list 
including most of the cards mentioned above.
Joint loads may not be entered as data since STRAIN will 
accept only member loads. However, a joint load condition is
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achieved by specifying a concentrated load at the ends of a 
member.
The member incidences should be constructed so that only 
one member has its j-end at a support, no matter how many 
members frame into that support. If this procedure is not 
followed, the support conditions may not be drawn correctly 
on the structure displays.
4.5 Structural Analysis Process
The structural analysis process followed by s t r a i n  for 
any particular problem consists of interactive messages, commands, 
and displays. The messages appear in the logical order which 
the program dictates. Commands are entered to answer the message 
or to check or modify any of the structure data. The commands 
are also used to determine which displays are to be shown, and 
to indicate if the user wishes to cycle through the problem 
again.
The general solution of any structural problem takes on 
the following form:
1) The original structure data is input via the card 
reader and checked for correctness internally in 
the program.
2) The original structure and the loads applied to it 
may be displayed.
3) The structure data is checked or modified and the 
loading condition may be modified.
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4) The program then calculates the support reactions, the 
joint displacements, and the member-end actions and 
displays them.
5) The shear and moment diagrams for all of the members 
are then displayed.
6 ) The deflected structure may be displayed with varying 
deflection scale factors since the deflections are 
normally very small compared to the dimensions of the 
structure.
7) The problem may be solved again for different structure 
or load data as many times as is desired.
8 ) If the problem is not to be solved again another 
problem may be solved.
The output consists of the microfilm-which the user recorded 
and printed output which contains all of the data and results
and which also documents all of the cycles for any particular 
problem.
CHAPTER V 
USER'S MANUAL
The subsystem messages and commands direct the execution 
of the STRAIN programs. Following the entry of the appropriate 
command for any message, a new display will appear on the screen. 
This message-command-display sequence continues until all problems 
have been satisfactorily solved.
5.1 System Messages
The only system messages which appear during the operation 
of STRAIN are those which indicate an error in data input, those
-
which notify the user of the completion .of a system command, or 
those which relate further instructions to carry out a system 
command. Each of these types will be discussed later in this 
chapter when it is applicable.
5.2 System Commands
Several system commands of the CUG system can be used 
during the operation of STRAIN. Before these commands can be 
used, the INTERRUPT key on the function keyboard must be de- 
presjsed. When this is done,
'-TYPE COMMAND1
will appear in the command message area. Then one of the follow­
ing system command codes must be entered:
'A' - abort the job
'C' - enter control cards
*F' - disregard this erroneous interrupt
'I' - terminate job without going through abort mode
1R‘ - record this display
Following the system command the user must depress the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. If the system command is 'C1 or 1 R', the following messages 
will appear in the system message areas:
ENTER CONTROL CARDS ('C')
FRAME RECORDED (* R*)
When a display is actually recorded, none of the commands 
or messages which are present at the bottom of the screen are 
recorded.
t
5.2.1 Sequential Operations
The program is sequenced from a display or command to 
another display or command by depressing the
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CARRIAGE RETURN
key. If numeric data or Boolean expressions are input as 
answers or commands, the CARRIAGE r e t u r n  key must be depressed 
so that the data will be assimilated into the program operations.
Certain "hold" points are in the program so that a display 
may be viewed as long as desired. To advance beyond these 
points the CARRIAGE r e t u r n  must also be depressed. This condition 
is usually signified by the following subsystem message:
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
5.2.2 Data Error Correction
If incorrect numeric or logical data is entered from the 
keyboard, it can be corrected by using the
BACKSPACE
key. Each time the BACKSPACE key is depressed, the last 
character entry of the subsystem command is eradicated. The 
user may BACKSPACE until all errors in an input list have been 
removed, then retype the correct data.
5.2.3 Project Termination
STRAIN will terminate normally at the end of the last
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desired solution cycle of the last problem. If for any reason 
termination is desired before that time, the user may prematurely 
terminate the program by depressing the INTERRUPT switch on the 
function keyboard. This will cause the command,
-TYPE COMMAND
to appear in the command message area. The user will then input
'A'
or,
T
to terminate the program. The 'A' entry will abort the job and 
give a partial core dump on the output. The ‘I1 command will 
cause the program to go through normal termination.
5.2.4 Abnormal Termination
If STRAIN is terminated using the 'A' command code, an
abnormal termination will occur. The job number will be dis- 
t
played in the middle of the screen and the message,
ABNORMAL TERMINATION
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in the command message area. This display is removed and the 
program dropped by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
'
■
key.
. 5.3 Subsystem Commands
The input data for STRAIN is either numeric or logical.
The numeric data is either integer or decimal numbers. The 
logical data is either a true or a false answer.
5.3.1 Integer Data
STRAIN requires the use of several integer quantities as 
data entries. In all cases these integer quantities are in 
data lists containing one or more decimal numbers. All integer 
entries must be greater than zero or the program will terminate 
abnormally. Care must be taken to make sure that integer 
entries are made only where integers are required by the program. 
Thus, if
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is a required input, and
n 1 ,n2 ,n
• is input; the message,
TYPE CONFLICT FIELD 2
will be displayed in the CP message area indicating that the 
second entry is not of the correct type. This error can then 
be corrected by depressing the BACKSPACE key three times to give
and then entering the correct values to give
5.3.2 Decimal Data
STRAIN requires decimal data input in either a list mixed 
with integer data or as a single input entry. Decimal data may 
be entered only where decimal entries are expected, or an error 
condition will result. Such an error may be corrected in the 
same manner as the example of section 5.3.1.
For each message or question an exact number of entries
.
are required. If that number of data entries are not made 
correctly an error condition will -result. If only one decimal 
number
?0
is expected as a response and two are entered,
the error message
FIELD COUNT ERROR TRY 1-
will result. This indicates that the Central Processor ex­
pected only one entry. The illegal entry may be removed by 
backspacing the illegal decimal number and comma away. The
CARRIAGE RETURN
key must be depressed and the program will proceed.
Decimal numbers are all positive or zero in the STRAIN 
program with one exception; negative numbers may be entered 
in the "loading condition" portion of the program. It should 
also be noted that the individual entries of a data list must
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be separated by commas. If this rule is not followed, a
FIELD CONFLICT ERROR TRY n 
TYPE CONFLICT FIELD n
or,
FORMAT ERROR FIELD n
message will occur depending on the individual situation.
The maximum number of keyboard character entries in an 
input data list is 60. This need not concern the STRAIN 
user since the greatest number of characters entered is generally 
about 20.
5.3.3 Logical Commands
There are several questions or messages generated by 
STRAIN which require a "yes" or "no" response. If a "yes" 
response is desired, a
‘T* or ' TRUE' 
is entered. If a "no" response is desired, a
' F' or 'FALSE'
is input from the keyboard.
The tabulation displays require extensive use of logical 
responses. They are arranged so that when cycling through a 
tabulation, if nothing is entered from the keyboard, the most 
recent response is used. For example, the "loading conditions" 
table has as its first entry the load on the first loaded 
member. A subsystem message also appears asking:
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT
If the load is correct and the user does not want to alter it, 
he merely enters
'T1
CARRIAGE RETURN
and the load on the second loaded member is displayed below 
that of the first. The answer to the question is now initialized 
as TRUE and if the user does not want to change any of the other 
loads, he must only press the CARRIAGE r e t u r n key the necessary 
number of times to cycle through all of the loads.
It should be noted that if a logical answer is expected, 
and some other entry is made by mistake, the error message
TYPE CONFLICT FIELD 1
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will appear. The error may then be corrected in the same 
manner as was used in Secion 5.3.1
5.4 Message-Command-Displ a.y Sequence
To operate STRAIN, the program and original data must be 
input to the computer. After this is done and the interactive 
mode initiated, the program operates in a message-command-display 
sequence. STRAIN generates subsystem messages to which the 
user must input a command. When sufficient commands have been 
entered, a display is generated. The user then interacts with 
the computer using STRAIN until the problem is solved to his 
satisfaction.
5.4.1 Program Initiation
The STRAIN program is submitted in the form of punched 
cards or magnetic tape. The program is ready for execution when 
the title block appears on the screen. The STRAIN-I title block 
is snown in Figure 10. The next display may then be viewed by 
depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key.
CUG STRAIN-1 
AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS. SYSTEM
FOR
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL SPACE FRAMES
Figure 10 
STRAIN-I HEADING DISPLAY
5.4.2 Original Loaded Structure
After the CARRIAGE r e t u r n  is depressed to clear the title 
block, the structure as specified by the input structure data is 
displayed. The structure is drawn according to the joint co­
ordinates and member incidences which were specified in the 
structure data. The support conditions are shown for pinned or 
fixed supports. The joint numbering is indicated, and the 
member numbers are shown with the corresponding member. Figure 
11 shows an example of the "Basic Structure" plot.
At the same time as the "Basic Structure" is displayed, 
the subsystem message
'
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE APPLIED LOADS
will appear in the message area. If the user does want to 
see the original applied loads, he enters the command
*T'
J
and the basic structure under the original loading condition 
is displayed. Concentrated forces, uniformly distributed 
forces, and moments are drawn for the structure under considerati 
Concentrated forces are depicted as a single arrow at the point 
of application. Distributed loads on a member are shown as a 
series of nine arrows’ with a line connecting the "tail" ends
BASIC STRUCTURE
Figure 11 
BASIC STRUCTURE DISPLAY
of the arrows. Moments are drawn as a line perpendicular to 
the member at the point of application, with arrows with their 
"tail" ends connected to the endpoints of the line. The arrows 
are parallel to the longitudinal axis of the member and point 
in the direction which the moment would twist the member. The 
loads are scaled so that larger loads will have longer arrows. 
Figure 12 shows an example of the basic structure under the 
original loading.
While the structure under the original loading is displayed, 
the subsystem message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
appears. To go to the next display, the*
CARRIAGE RETURN
key is depressed.
If the user did not wish to see the applied loads, he
i
could have input
‘ F'
as the response to the
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE APPLIED LOADS
BASIC STRUCTURE 
UNDER CURRENT LOADING
Figure 12
STRUCTURE UNDER CURRENT LOADING 
DISPLAY
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question. In this case the message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
would appear. The user would then depress the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key and the "Loads Applied to the Structure" tabulation is 
displayed.
The first view of the "Loads Applied to the Structure" 
display contains the magnitude, direction, and type of load 
on the first loaded member. In addition, the subsystem message
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT
appears in the message area. This question is answered with 
a
•T'
or
'F'
second loaded member is displayed directly below that of the 
first.
If the load was not correct, or the user wished to modify 
.it, he would enter F. This causes the message
ENTER THE CORRECT LOAD TYPE3 LOAD, AND DIRECTION
to appear. The following correlation is made between load type 
and an integer code and load direction and an integer code:
Load Type Load Direction
Concentrated Force----1 x ---------------1
m
Moment-----------------2 y ---------------2
m
Uniform Force--------- 3 z ---------------3
m
Thus the response to the above subsystem message will take 
the form
response. If a T is entered, the load information for the
I
n1 ,v.vI ,n2
where n is a 1 , 2 , or 3 for the load type, v.v1 is a decimal 
number representing the magnitude of the load, and n2 is a 1 , 
2 , or 3 corresponding to the direction of loading in terms of 
member coordinates.
If the load is a concentrated force or moment, the 
distance to the point of application from the j-end must be 
specified. The following message is displayed for that purpose
■
II '
ENTER THE DISTANCE FROM THE J-END
J The response is a single non-negative decimal number of the 
form
v.v
Following this the new load is displayed directly below tne 
"incorrect" load. Then the subsystem message
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT
again appears, and the entire sequence may be followed again.
After all of the loads have been displayed and corrected 
if need be, the message
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS
appears. This is answered with a
■t 1
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or
'F*
response. If answered T the subsystem message
ENTER TEE MEMBER NUMBERLOAD TYPE, LOAD, AND DIRECTION
appears in the message area. It requires four data entries of 
the form
n1 ,n2 ,v.v1,n3
where n 1 indicates which member is being loaded and the following 
three entries as explained previously. If appropriate, the
ENTER TEE DISTANCE FROM THE J-END
message appears, followed by the messages:
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT 
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS
An example of the final tabulation is given in Figure 13.
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LOADS APPLIED TC TK£ STRUCTURE
UKIFCRN LOAD OF - .3 9 2 KIP S/IH IN THE t-DlP£CTlON OH f Q S E R 5
UMFOfJI LOAD OF - .4 5 1 KIPS/IN IN THE Y-DIFICTION ON t S Z i R 6
UNlFCrwl LOAD OF - .2 3 1 K 1P 3/IN IN T*£ Y-DI FICTION ON t Z S - R 7
IHIFC .11 LOAD OF - .3 3 2 k i p s / in IM TKE Y-DI?£CTICN ON r z z z R 12
UilFOfwl LOv'-D OF - .4 5 1 riPs/iH IN TJX t-D I A C T I O N ON K E  Z£R 13
tfUFCftt LOAD OF - .2 3 1 k i p s / in IN Til Y-DIFICTION CM m z m 14
UNIFOi\?t LOAD OF - .3 9 2 KIPS/ IH IN Tf£ Y-DlFICTION ON m : £ R 19
tfilFORN LQJO OF - .4 5 1 KIPS/ IH IN Til Y-DlFICTION ON r z : ? z 20
i n i f c & i l o ;d  o f - .2 3 1 KIPS/ IH IN V £ y—d I rxcTion ON t& Z Z R 21
U 1IFOR.'! LOAD OF - .5 1 8 KIP S/ IH IN U £ Y-DI FICTION ON r z c z R 26
U I 1FO&1 LOAD OF - .4 5 3 KIP S/ IH IN THE Y-DIFICTION ON m z E R 27
UNIFORM LOAD OF - .3 4 7 KIPS/ IH IN Ti£ Y-DIRICTION ON W 2 ZR 28
LOAD TYr£ - 1 rQk CONCENTRATED, 2 FOR K K D iT, 3 FQ* VNIFQWt 
LOAD - R A W U T U C E  IN KIP'S A. '0 INCHES 
DIRECTION • I X ,  2 f, 3 2
Figure 13
LOADS APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE 
TABULATION
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When the latter of the above questions is finally 
answered with F, the loaded structure may again be viewed.
The question
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE STRUCTURE WITH LOADS 
is asked, again requiring a
'T'
or
•f '
response. If the user does not want to see the loaded structure,- 
the message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
is displayed and may be cleared by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. If the question was answered with a T, the structure 
under the current loading condition is displayed along with 
the s t r a i n  message
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CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
The structure data tabulation may then be viewed by depressing 
the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key.
It should be noted that any of the above mentioned displays 
may be microfilmed by depressing the INTERRUPT switch on the 
function key panel, and then typing in the command
V
If any error is made, it may be deleted and corrected using the 
procedures described in Chapter 4.
5.4.3 Structure Data
The structure data is tabulated for referencing by the 
user. The left side of the tabulation contains the joint 
coordinates and the right side the member incidences and member 
properties. This display allows the user to cycle through all 
of the member properties and change any or all of the properties 
for any of the members. Figure 14 depicts the structure data, 
tabulation.
OOIK7 COCfiDlHJUCS 
JOIKT tllH )  YUMJ ZUNJ HD££R
1 9.09 0.09 0.09 1
2  9 .09  159.09  0 .0 9  2 
S 9 .0 9  312.00  0 .0 0  3 
«  9 .0 9  474 .09  9 .0 9  4 
5  9 .0 9  6 3 5 .0 3  0 .0 9  5 
€  339 .09  0 .0 9  9 .0 9  6 
7  SS9.09 159.99  9 .99  7 
• 329 .09  3 1 2 .09  9 .0 9  8 
»  339 .00  4 7 4 .09  9 .9 9  9
19 360 .00  $ 3 5 .0 8  9 .0 9  19
11 765.00  9 .0 9  9 .0 9  11
12 735.03  159.09  9 .0 9  12
13 765.00  3 1 2 .09  9 .0 9  13 
M  763.00  474 .09  9 .0 0  14
15 765.00  $3 5 .0 9  9 .09  15
16 834.00  9 .0 9  9 .0 9  16 
97 $54.00  159 .09  9 .0 9  17
18 ©C4.00 3 1 2 .09  9 .9 9  18
19 634.09  4 7 4 .09  9 .0 9  19
20 904.00  65 5 .0 9  0 .09  29
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
IC SE R  IN C itm n S  AM) P?3P£R7i£3
IP£A IX I t IZ LB&TH
1757.09 0 .09 0 .00 1072999.00 159.00
959.00 0 .00 0.09 67599.99 159.99
57S.09 0.00 9 .00 27209.99 159.09
1533.10 0.09 0.00 574009.09 159.09
1534.00 0.99 0.09 63399.99 333 .99
1534.99 0.09 9 .09 63509.99 405.99
1574.09 0 .09 0 .0 9 63390.90 223 .99
1737.00 0.09 0 .00 1972099.99 162.09
673.09 0.09 0 .0 9 53199.99 162.09
575.09 0.99 0 .0 9 27209.09 162.99
1533.00 0.09 0.09 574090.99 162.00
1534.09 0.0 0 0%09 63390.00 369 .99
1534.00 0.09 0 .09 63599.09 405.00
1534.09 9.09 0 .09 63399.00 223.03
1757.09 0 .99 0.09 1072099.09 162.09
409.09 9 .99 0 .0 9 13399.09 162.00
439.00 9 .09 0.00 13390.09 162.09
1533.09 0 .09 0.09 574099.09 162.33
1534.90 0 .0 9 0.09 63399.00 369 .99
1534.00 * 0 .09 0 .0 9 63390.99 4 05.99
1534.00 0 .09 0.09 63530.09 223 .09
1757.90 0.09 0 .00 1072099.09 162.99
459.09 9.99 0.09 13399.09 162.99
409.09 9.09 0 .09 13539.09 162.99
1533.09 0 .00 0 .09 574000.99 162.99
1534.09 0.09 0 .09 63509.09 363.09
1534.00 0.00 0.99 63599.99 405 .99
1534.09 0.00 0.90 63599.00 223 .99
j r
1 2
6 7
11 12
16 17
2 7
7 12
12 17
2 3
7 8
12 13
17 18
3 8
8 13
13 13
3 4
8 9
13 14
19 19
4 9
9 14
14 19
4 5
9 19
14 15
19 20
5 19
10 15
15 29
Figure 14 
STRUCTURE DATA TABULATION
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The first view of this display tabulates all of the joint 
coordinates, and the incidence and properties of the first 
member. At the same time the STRAIN subsystem message
ARE THE MEMBER PROPERTIES CORRECT
appears. If the user does not want to modify the member 
properties, he enters a
‘ T'
from the keyboard. Then the incidence and properties of the 
second member are displayed directly below those of the first, 
and the same subsystem message appears.
If the user wants to modify the member properties, he 
enters
* F*
as a response to the above question. This causes the subsystem 
message
ENTER THE CORRECT AX, I X , I Y , IZ
to be generated in the message area. The user then inputs the
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new data in the form
v.v1 ,v.v2 ,v.v3 ,v.vif
where all four decimal numbers are non-negative.
The
CARRIAGE RETURN
key is depressed and the new member data is displayed directly 
below the old member data. By using the tabulation in this 
form the user can easily see what the member property data had 
been and compare it to the new data.
In this manner, the user may cycle through all of the 
member properties, modifying them if necessary. It should be 
noted that if the user does not wish to change any member 
properties, he merely answers the first question in the affirmative; 
and after that only depresses the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key to cycle through the entire tabulation.
After the entire member property tabulation has satis­
factorily been generated, the STRAIN message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME C0I4PUTATI0N
appears. The user responds by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. This causes the program to enter a calculation mode and 
STRAIN generates a subsystem message to notify the user that the 
. program is calculating. The message is
EXECUTION
and appears in the user message area. It is merely an in­
formative message and no response is required. While the 
program is calculating, the structure data tabulation remains 
on the screen.
The structure data tabulation may be microfilmed at any 
step in the tabulation by depressing the INTERRUPT function 
key, entering
'R'
and
CARRIAGE RETURN
'5.4.4 Member-end Actions
When STRAIN finishes execution from the previous phase, the 
final member-end actions are all tabulated. For each member 
the axial x-force, shear y-force, shear z-force, torsion x- 
moment, bending y-moment, and bending z-moment are listed, 
first for the j-end of the member, then the k-end. Since these 
are the results of the previously input load and structure 
data, no interaction is necessary. At this point the user must
I
interpret the results and make decisions regarding new load 
and structure data. Figure 15 shows an example of the member- 
end actions tabulation.
At the same time as the member-end actions tabulation 
appears on the screen, the subsystem message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
is also displayed. When the user is through with the table, 
he depresses the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key and the shear and moment diagrams for the first member are 
displayed.
These diagrams show the shearing y-force and bending z- 
moment at any point along the member and are quite useful in
*
.
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AYlAi.
JOSER D O  ACTIONS 
SHEAR S£A R TORSION EDO INS BEK) I H I
x-roacE Y-FORCE 2-roSCE X-NCKENT Y -ttC .W Z-flC^ENT
HD££R 1 AT JOINT 1 2 % .4 6 -1 1 .4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 - .0 0
IC rriR  1 AT JOINT 2 - 2 % .  4$ 11.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1 7 1 1 .4 9
flC 't lR  2 AT JOINT 6 690 .24 -3 .8 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 - .0 0
KEKTER 2 AT JOINT 7 -6 9 0 .2 4 3 .82 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -5 7 3 .3 6
«D £E R  3 AT JOINT 11 4S2.25 8.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 .00
METCEK 3 AT JOINT 12 -4 9 2 .2 5 -8 .1 0 0 .00 0.00 0.00 1214.77
K K Z R  4 AT JOINT 16 133.79 7 .1 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 - .0 0
MDCER 4 AT JOINT 17 -1 3 3 .7 3 ’ -7 .1 3 • 0 .00 0 .00 0.00 1070.08
RDCC* 5 AT JOINT 2 -1 4 .0 9 6 7 .5 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 3 760.13
NC£ER 5 AT JOINT 7 14.09 73 .55 0.00 0.00 0.00 -4335.27
« ? C £ R  6 AT JOINT 7 -2 0 .1 9 93.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 6149.12
K X £ R  6 AT JOINT 12 2 0 .1 9 89.80 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 -5436.56
MOSER 7 AT JOINT 12 .53 33 .26 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 1939.99
HDCER 7 AT JOINT 17 - .5 3 30.80 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -1C59.33
! © $ £ *  8 AT JDINT 2 2 28 .89 -25.50 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 -2 0 4 3 .6 4
m t i k  8 AT JOINT 3 -2 2 3 .8 9 25.50 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 -2 0 3 2 .2 0
KOC£R 9 AT JOINT 7 523.33 -9 .9 3 0 .00 0.00 0.00 -733.49
HDCIR 9 AT JOINT 8 -5 2 3 .3 3 9 .9 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 -£ 6 9 .7 9
KOSER 10 AT JOINT 12 369.18 2 8 .82 0.00 0.00 0.00 2231.73
W>£ER 10 AT JOINT 13 -3 6 9 .1 8 -2 3 .8 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 2337.41
W K ER 11 AT JOINT 17 107.93 6 .60 0.00 0.00 0.00 539.30
KO££R 11 AT JOINT 18 -1 0 7 .9 3 -6 .6 0 0 .00 0.00 0.00 480.61
KOCER 12 AT JOINT 3 -4 .6 0 6 3 .4 5 0 .00 0.00 0.00 3966.55
KTCER 12 AT JOINT 8 4.60 7 2 .67 0.00 0.00 0.00 -4 7 2 7 .4 3
HDCER 13 AT JOINT 8 - .4 3 9 3 .13 0 .00 0.00 0.00 6019.84
RDCER 13 AT JOINT 13 .43 89.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5 3 3 1 .2 6
K X E R  14 AT JOINT 13 -1 1 .1 7 2 9.44 0.00 0.00 0 .00 1534.01
IO C £R  14 AT JOINT 18 11.17 34 .63 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -2 1 8 5 .3 2
K t/££R 15 AT JOINT 3 160.45 -3 0 .1 0 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -1 8 3 4 .3 5
KOCER 15 AT JOINT 4 -1 6 0 .4 5 30.10 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -2 9 3 1 .7 7
K K E R  16 AT JOINT 8 357.S3 -5 .8 1 0 .00 0 .00 0.00 -422.62
HDCER 16 AT JOINT 9 -3 5 7 .5 3 5.81 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 -5 1 8 .1 7
i c r r o *  17 AT JOINT 13 249.76 18.13 0.00 0.00 0 .00 1339.84
RD£ER 17 AT JOINT 14 -2 4 9 .7 6 -1 8 .1 3 0.00 .0.00 0 .00 1537.57
flDCER 18 AT JOINT 13 73 .35 17.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 1704.71
« X £ R  18 AT JDINT 19 -7 3 .3 5 -1 7 .7 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 1174.78
K£?££R 19 AT JOINT 4 -1 0 .4 9 6 3 .64 0 .00 0.00 0.00 4037.53
KDSER 19 AT JOINT 9 10.49 72 .48 o .o o . 0.00 0 .00 -4779.17
KE?CER 20 AT JOINT 9 -1 0 .8 3 93.21 0 .00 0.00 0.00 5318 .75
K7£ER 20 AT X IN T  14 10.83 8 9 .83 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5 1 4 4 .5 2
HDCIR 21 AT JOINT 14 -5 .6 3 28 .93 0.00 0.00 0.00 1736.45
HOiER 21 AT JOINT 19 5 .6 3 35.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2 4 9 4 .3 5
K3CER 22 AT JOINT 4 91.81 -4 0 .5 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1 0 9 5 .7 6
KO*£ER 22 AT JOINT 5 -9 1 .8 1 40 .53 0.00 0 .00 0.00 -5 4 7 9 .6 4
NEJCER 23 AT JOINT 9 191.89 -6 .2 0 0 .00 0.00 0.00 -52 1 .4 1
K >3£R  23 AT JOINT 10 -1 9 1 .8 9 6 .20 0 .00 0.00 0.00 -4 8 2 .1 3
« ? £ £ R  24 AT JOINT 14 130.94 23 .33 0.00 0 .00 0.00 1820.50
KOCER 24 AT JOINT 15 -1 3 3 .9 4 -2 3 .3 3 0.00 0 .00 0.00 1966.46
WCCER 25 AT JOINT 19 33.21 23.41 0.00 0 .00 0.00 1320.07
NOCER 25 AT JOINT 20 -3 3 .2 1 -2 3 .4 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 2471.97
RDS£R 26 AT JOINT 5 4 0 .59 31.81 0.00 0 .00 0.00 5 473.64
HDCER 26 AT JOINT 10 -4 0 .5 9 93 .35 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5 3 6 5 .5 7
rO W (  27 AT JOINT 10 46.73 9 7.94 0.00 0 .00 0.00 6347 .75
« X E R  27 AT JOINT 15 -4 6 .7 8 9 0.04 0.00 0 .0 0 . 0.00 -4 7 4 4 .8 3
HOCER 28 AT JOINT 15 23.41 40.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 2778.43
N D ££» 23 AT JOINT 20 -23 .4 1 33.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2 4 7 1 .9 7
Figure 15 
MEMBER-END ACTIONS TABULATION
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the interpretation of the results. The message
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
•again appears on the shear and moment diagram plots. The
CARRIAGE RETURN
key may be depressed and the shear and moment diagrams for 
the next member are generated. In this manner, the shear 
and moment diagrams for all of the members are viewed. Figure 
16 gives several examples of the shear and moment diagrams.
The distance in inches along the member from the j-end is 
given on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis gives the 
shear or moment in kips or kip-in, respectively. The numbers 
along the axes must be multiplied by ten to the exponent 
indicated in the lower left corner of the diagrams.
Any of the shear and moment diagrams or member-end 
actions tabulation can be microfilmed using the same procedure 
as before.
5.4.5 Deflected Structure
When the shear and moment diagram for the final member is 
displayed, the subsystem message
MEMBER 4 ~  SHEAR DIAGRAM
Figure 16a
SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
MEMBER 5 -- SHEAR DIAGRAM
Figure 16b
SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
MEMBER 8 -- SHEAR DIAGRAM
Figure 16c
SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
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MEMBER 13 -- SHEAR DIAGRAM
MEMBER 13 — MOMENT DIAGRAM
Figure 16d
SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
4.
?5
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
appears. If answered with a
1 T ‘
response, an approximation of the deflected structure will be 
drawn using a deflection scale factor of 100, as in Figure 17a. 
The user then must answer the question
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE SCALE FACTOR 
If he does, he enters a
•T*
and the subsystem message
ENTER THE NEW SCALE FACTOR 
appears. The response is a decimal number of the form
v.
followed by depressing the
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
MAGNIFICAT ION FACTOR » 100
Figure 17a 
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE DISPLAY
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR » 50
26 10 27 15
23
28 20
24
19 9
12 8
20 14
13 13
5 7
11*
Figure 17b 
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE DISPLAY
100
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. The deflected structure with the new scale factor is then 
displayed, as in Figure 17b, and the user again has the option 
of changing the scale factor. Any of the deflected structure 
plots may be microfilmed.
If the user answered
1 F‘
to either of the questions
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
or
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE SCALE FACTOR 
the analysis for that particular cycle is complete.
5.4.6 Program Recycling
Once the analysis is completed for any particular set of 
load and structure data, STRAIN generates the message
DO YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE STRUCTURE AGAIN
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If the user is satisfied with the results he may enter
1 F*
and
CARRIAGE RETURN
and the program will terminate normally, unless there is another 
problem to be solved. If there is another problem, STRAIN will 
generate the initial title block once again, and the program 
is ready for calculations using the new problem data.
If the user wants to analyze the structure again, he 
enters
' T*
and depresses the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. This will cause the basic structure plot to appear and 
the entire program may be cycled through again. However, on 
this cycle the "original" load and structure data will be that 
which was used for the calculations on the previous cycle.
Any particular problem may be cycled through as many times 
as desired, and any number of problems may be solved in sequence.
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5.5 Errors
There are two types of user generated errors which may 
occur during the operation of STRAIN; data input errors and 
arithmetic errors.
5.5.1 Data Input Errors
Data input errors are those errors which occur when the 
user attempts to enter data using an incorrect format. There 
are basically three types of input errors which may occur 
under the CUG system:
1) Incorrect number of data entries.
2 ) Entries of incorrect type (integer for decimal , 
decimal for integer, incorrect alphanumeric).
3) Incorrect format entries (two negative signs, etc.) 
These errors will cause CUG system messages of the types 
indicated in Chapter 4. The messages indicate what type of 
an error has occurred and in which entry it was made.
Once the error is located, it is removed by using the 
BACKSPACE key, as indicated in Chapter 4. When the error has 
been removed, the correct entry may be made and the rest of 
the data re-entered if necessary. The correct data is then 
entered for use in calculations by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key.
5.5.2 Arithmetic Errors
Arithmetic errors occur when data is entered which is 
not compatible with the calculations employed by STRAIN.
This data causes STRAIN to go into an arithmetic error abort 
mode. The screen will display the
ABNORMAL TERMINATION
message, and the job may then be dropped by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
'
key. The printed output will contain the standard.error 
messages 2 0 and the cause of the abort can be determined.
The only two likely occurrences of arithmetic errors 
would be due to entries in the load and structure data. In 
each case, if all loads or all member properties are set at 
zero, division by zero may occur causing an abort.
5.6 Output
STRAIN provides the user with printed and microfilmed 
output. The user must record any microfilm which he wishes 
to save, but the printed output is an automatic feature of 
the system. The printed output is very similar to that 
displayed on the screen, and also records all cycles and
data changes which were made from the interactive keyboard. 
The 35mm microfilm may be viewed and recorded on hardcopy 
from a standard microfilm viewer and recorder.
CHAPTER VI 
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
A plane frame problem will be worked using both STRAIN-I 
(space frame program) and s t r a i n - ii (plane frame program). 
Different sets of structure and load data are given in the 
problem statements. Each set will be corrected to a third 
set, and the problem solved. Table 6.1 gives the original 
data used in the STRAIN-I example, Table 6.2 gives the data 
used in the STRAIN-II example, and Table 6.3 gives the values 
to which the loads and member properties of both examples are 
corrected.
6.1 STRAIN-I Example
The example considered here is a one-story two bay concrete 
frame. Table 6.1 gives the structure and load data as it was 
originally input to the program.
The first display on the screen is the title block, and 
it is surpassed by depressing the
CARRIAGE RETURN
key. The basic structure diagram is drawn and is shown in 
Figure 18. The following .message-command-di splay sequence 
is then followed:
BASIC STRUCTURE
j f o r
Figure 18 
BASIC STRUCTURE DISPLAY
BASIC STRUCTURE 
UNDER CURRENT LOADING
Figure 19
STRUCTURE UNDER CURRENT LOADING DISPLAY
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DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE APPLIED LOADS 
•T'
(Basic Structure Under Current Loading-Figure 19)
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION 
CARRIAGE RETURN
This generates the "Loads Applied to the Structure" title 
and the load on the first loaded member,’ which in this case is 
member 4. A comparison of Tables 6.1 and 6.3 indicates that the 
load on member 4 is incorrect while that on member 5 is correct. 
The following message-command sequence is then used to generate 
the corrected loads table:
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT 
* F*
(Basic Structure-Figure 18)
ENTER THE CORRECT LOAD TYPE, LOAD, AND DIRECTION
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I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT 
‘T 1
I S  THIS LOAD CORRECT 
CARRIAGE RETURN
(No T response is needed as the previous response was also T). 
The modified load table is now displayed as indicated in Figure 
20. In addition, the subsystem message
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS
appears, and is answered with an F response. The following 
message-command-display sequence is then followed:
DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE STRUCTURE WITH LOADS
' T'
3, -.392, 2
(Basic Structure Under Current Loading-Figure 21)
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LOADS PLIED TO STRUCttSZ
«  r  S U S  *, *’•« ««*"** * » « w  «««>««wires ww or -.«1 (iwu u w  huta? Su w ran 5
LOAD TYPE - ! m  CONCENTRATED, 2 FOS NCKENT, J TOR UN I TORN 
LOAD - KASNITVOE IN KIPS A.'© INCHES 
DIRECTION - 1 X, 2 r, 5 2
Figure 20
LOADS APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE TABULATION
BASIC STRUCTURE 
UNDER CURRENT LOADING
V  v
A > A
Figure 21
STRUCTURE UNDER CURRENT LOADING DISPLAY
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
CARRIAGE RETURN
This sequence causes the first view of the structure data 
tabulation to be shown. The coordinates of all the joints,
■
and the member properties for member 1 are shown. Members 
1 and 5 must be corrected and the following sequence is used
ARE THE MEMBER PROPERTIES CORRECT
.
1F*
.
ENTER THE CORRECT AX, IX , I Y , IZ
*
400., 0., 0., 13500.
ARE THE 14EMBER PROPERTIES CORRECT 
•T '
CARRIAGE RETURiN 
CARRIAGE RETURN
CARRIAGE RETURN
' F '
ENTER TEE CORRECT AX, IX , I I ,  IZ
1584., 0., 0., 63500.
ARE THE MEMBER PROPERTIES CORRECT
■t 1
(The entire structure data tabulation shown in 
Figure 22 is displayed).
CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
CARRIAGE RETURN
EXECUTION
When the calculations are completed, the member-end action 
tabulation shown in Figure 23 is displayed along with the 
message:
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joint co c fs iM T E  lo s t *  i i k io w .es  * »  propdities
JOINT X(IH) TUNJ 2(1.1) K XCR J f. AS£A IX It 12 L0S7H
1 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 1 1 2 576.00 0.00 0 .00 27800.00 150.CO
2 0.00 150.00 0.00 1 1 2 400.00 0.00 0.00 13300.00 150.00
3 363.CO 0 .00 0.00 2 3 4 575.00 0.00 0.00 27800.00 150.00
4 360.00 150.00 0.00 3 5 6 400.00 0.00 0 .00 13300.00 150.00
5 765.00 0.00 0.00 4 2 4 1EC1.00 0.00 0.00 63300.00 320.00
6 766.00 150.00 0.00 5 4 6 $00.00 0 .00 0.00 67500.00 406.00
5 4 6 1534.00 0 .00 0.00 63500.00 405.00
Figure 22 
STRUCTURE DATA TABULATION
IO £ O i Di> ACTIONS
AXIAL SHEAR TORSION EDO IKS EDO INS
x - r c s t£ Y-FCRCI Z-FORCE X-«C.WO T Y-WCfOT Z-KC.'CNT
1 AT JOINT 1 55 .18 -7 .1 0 0.03 0.00 0.00 - .0 3
HDSER 1 AT JOINT 2 -5 5 .1 8 7.10 O.CO 0.00 0.03 -1Q65.22
KDTE* 2 AT JOINT 3 191.12 -6 .2 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 .33K?££R 2 AT JOINT 4 -13 1 .12 6.24 0.00 0.00 0.03 -93 o .10t& m 3 AT JOINT 5 77.92 13.34 0.00 0.00 0.03 .30
« X £ R 3 AT JOINT 6 -7 7 .9 2 -1 3 .3 4 O.CO 0.00 0.03 2301.32
HO$£R 4 AT JOINT 2 7.10 55.18 0.00 0.00 0.03 1365.22KXXZ 4 AT JOINT 4 -7 .1 0 85.94 0.00 0.00 0.03 -66 33 .34
5 AT JOINT 4 13.34 105.19 O.CO 0.00 0.03 7555.44
ND$£R 5 AT JOINT 6 -1 3 .3 4 77.92 0.00 0.00 0.30 -2331 .32
Figure 23 
MEMBER-END ACTIONS TABULATION
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CARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION
.
which followed by five
CARRIAGE RETURN!S
#
will produce the shear and moment diagrams shown in Figures 
24a - 24e. Figure 24e has the message:
DO YOU WISE TO SEE TEE DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
A T response causes the display shown in Figure 25a to appear 
on the screen. The message
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE SCALE FACTOR
also appears. Since the deflections appear rather large, the 
scale factor is changed to 25 using the following sequence:
(Deflected Structure - Figure 25a)
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE SCALE FACTOR
MEMBER 1 -- SHEAR DIAGRAM
Figure 24a
MEMBER 1 SHEAR AMD MOMENT DIAGRAMS
MEMBER 2 -  SHEAR DIAGRAM
i j
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Figure 24b
MEMBER 2 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
Figure 24c
MEMBER 3 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
MEMBER 4 -  SHEAR DIAGRAM
Figure 24d
MEMBER 4 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
9.
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MEMBER 5 -- SHEAR DIAGRAM
1.5
1.9
MEMBER 5 - MOMENT DIAGRAMi
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Figure 24e
MEMBER 5 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR = 100
A ;mr
Figure 25a 
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE' DISPLAY
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE 
MAGNIFICATION FACTOR = 25
Figure 25b
DEFLECTED STRUCTURE DISPLAY
ENTER THE NEW SCALE FACTOR
(Deflected Structure - Figure 25b)
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE SCALE FACTOR 
•F'
YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE STRUCTURE AGAIN
1 F*
and the problem is terminated.
6 .2 s t r a i n -1 I Example
This example problem is similar to the one of Section 
6 . 1 , except that the member properties are correct as stated.
A comparison of Tables 6.2 and 6.3 indicates that the load on 
member 4 must be changed to a uniform load of -.392 kip/in and 
a uniform load of -.451 kip/in must be added to member 5. 
Figure 26 shows the original load on the structure.
The message-command-display sequence is the same as that 
for Section 6.1 until the second
DO
BASIC STRUCTURE 
UNDER CURRENT LOADING
Figure 26
STRUCTURE UNDER CURRENT LOADING DISPLAY
LOADS ALLIED TO THE STRUCTURE
Z-WCKENT Of -5.510 HP- IN OX KEK3ER 4 A DISTANCE Of 180.00 INCHES FROH THE J-END 
UN1FCRN LOAD OF -.392 KlPS/IN IN THE T-DI*XCT|ON ON HEKSER 4 
UN1FCSK LOAD OF -.451 KIPS/IN IN THE T-DIR£CT|CN ON HEK8ER 5
w »  W E  -  t r «  CC/iCDtTWTED, 2 FC» KCKDIT, 3 FOR UfJIFOSH 
LOAD -  IN Ci;s t!S I "CMS
Dl«£CTIC.1 - I X, 2 1, 5 2
Figure 27
LOADS APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE TABULATION
1 2 2
IS THIS LOAD CORRECT
message is reached. This is answered with a T and the 
following sequence then in itiated:
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS
1T1
ENTER THE MEMBER NUMBER, LOAD TYPE, LOADAND DIRECTION
5, 3, -.451, 2 .
IS THIS LOAD CORRECT 
’ T*
DO YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS 
*F'
*
The final structure load tabulation is shown in Figure 27. The 
structure under the current loading is then displayed using the 
same process as that of Secion 6.1. After that the in it ia l struc­
ture data tabulation is displayed. Since all the member properties
are correct, the in it ia l
ARE TEE MEMBER PROPERTIES CORRECT
question need only be answered with one T response. After 
the response is in itia lized , the remaining questions are 
answered only with a CARRIAGE return. The final structure 
data tabulation is shown in Figure 28.
Following the generation of this display, the message- 
command-display sequence follows that of Section 6.1. All 
of the displays are identical to those previously discussed, 
with the exception of the member-end action tabulation. The 
STRAIN-II tabulation is given in Figure 29.
JOINT CCOftOUaTES
JOINT K IM ) T(IN) KE?2£R J
1 1.03 0.00 1 1
2 1.00 150.00 2 3
3 360.00 0.00 3 5
4 SCO.00 150.00 4 2
5 786.00 1.00 5 4
< 766.00 150.00
HEFNER IKCIDD&ES m PROPERTIES
A*£A IZ CX CT IEWSTM
450.00 13530.09 1.050393 1.090300 159.00
576.00 272)0.03 0.031553 1.030330 153.00
430.00 13530.03 0.003330 1.090000 153.00
1525.00 63530.03 1.030330 0.033330 3-30.00
1534.00 83530.03 1.030330 0.033300 438.00
Figure 28 
STRUCTURE DATA TABULATION
KKZR i AT JOINT
KOCER i AT joint
*zrm 2 AT JOINT
k f :& 2 AT JOINT
K K tk 3 AT JOINT
rzi »:« 3 AT JOINT
VZKZR 4 AT JOINT
KK Z* 4 AT JOINT
rzr:tK 5 AT JOINT
KKZk 5 AT JOINT
rv$ z r  p a ACTIONS
AXIAL 5J.IAR £03 IMG
X-FCSCE T-FCkCE 2-kcicnt
55.185 -7.101 -.000
-55.185 7.101 -1CS5.220
191.122 -S.241 -.000
- IS t .122 6.241 -93$.102
77.923 13.342 -.030
-77.920 -13.342 2001.322
7.131 55.185 1CS5.220
-7.101 85.935 -8600.355
13.342 105.18S 7535.437
-13.342 77.920 -2001.322
Figure 29 
MEMBER-END ACTIONS TABULATION
TABLE 6.1 
STRAIN-I EXAMPLE PROBLEM DATA
NEW
C STRAIN-I EXAMPLE PROBLEM — ONE STORY TWO BAY CONCRETE FRAME 
' NUMBER OF MEMBERS = 5 
NUMBER OF JOINTS = 6 
JOINT COORDINATES
1 X= 0 Y= 0
2 x= 0 Y=150
3 X=360 Y= 0
4 X=360 Y=150
5 X=766 Y= 0
6 X=766 Y=150
JOINT RESTRAINTS
1 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR 
3 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR 
3 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR 
MEMBER INCIDENCES
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 5 6
4 2 4
5 4 6
MEMBER PROPERTIES
1 AX= 576 IZ=27800
2 AX= 576 IZ=27800
3 AX= 400 IZ-13500
4 AX=1584 IZ=63500
5 AX= 900 IZ=67500 
MEMBER LOADS
4 FORCE Y -5.0 DISTANCE = 240.
5 UNIFORM Y -.451 
E = 3160.
SOLVE
STOP
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TABLE 6.2 
STRAIN-II EXAMPLE PROBLEM DATA
NEW
C STRAIN-2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM — ONE STORY TWO BAY CONCRETE FRAME 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS = 5 
NUMBER OF JOINTS = 6 
JOINT COORDINATES
1 X= 0 Y= 0
2 X= 0 Y=150
3 X=360 Y= 0 
Li X=360 Y=150
5 X=766 Y= 0
6 X=766 Y=150 
JOINT RESTRAINTS 
.1 XT,YT
3 XT,YT 
5 XT,YT
MEMBER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 5 6
4 2 4
5 4 6
MEMBER PROPERTIES
1 AX= 400 IZ=13500
2 AX= 576 IZ=27800
3 AX= 400 IZ=13500
4 AX=1584 IZ=63500
5 AX=1584 IZ=6 35 0 0 
MEMBER LOADS
4 MOMENT Z -5-51 DISTANCE = 180.
E = 3160.
SOLVE
STOP
TABLE 6.3 ' 
CORRECTED DATA SET
NEW
C CORRECT DATA SET FOR ONE STORY TWO.BAY CONCRETE FRAME 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS = 5 
NUMBER OF JOINTS = 6 
JOINT COORDINATES .
J 1 X= 0 Y= 0
2 X= 0 Y=150
3 X=360 Y= 0
4 X=360 Y=150 
3 X=766 Y= 0
6 X=766 Y=150 
JOINT RESTRAINTS
1 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR
3 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR
5 XT,YT,ZT,XR,YR 
MEM3ER INCIDENCES 
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 5 6
4 2 4
5 4 6
MEMBER PROPERTIES
1 AX= 400 IZ=13500
2 AX= 576 IZ=27800
3 AX= 400 IZ=13500
4 AX=1584 IZ=63500
5 AX=1584 IZ=63500 
MEMBER LOADS
4 UNIFORM Y -.392
5 UNIFORM Y -.451 
E = 3160.
SOLVE
STOP
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PROGRAM SPACEFRtlNPW-l 010,OUTrUT»SQ1C.FILNPL)cc* •CDC 6400 YEfcSlON STRAIN 1
C
c a program to r \m d d  a c t ic s ,  support a c t io n , a?o jo in t
C DISPLACEMENTS FOR A LC^ED SPACE f.V iX  SYSTEM.c the r c a c u ing /j iz  types cr space f .^;£s  k.v i >led
C CONTINUOUS rEAKS-GAIDS-PlA'X /ID SPACE lfM SStS-KXZ  A>£> SPACE FRANES
C AU. DIRECTION LOADINGS CAN Cl HANDLED FOR /;*r Cf THE ABOVE 
C
C THIS PftOGRAfl a:\ C JU  HANDLE PRO&EMS DEFINED WITH A MAXIMUM OF 21 JOINTS AND
C £0 DEFINED IS& SRS.
C DATA KAY i£  PLACED AflY»3ERE IM COLUISiS 1-72. EXCEPT TOR CQMNENT CARDS
C COLICS 72'CiO S-SVLD ££ LETT RAN*.
c Tfierj: must cz a space, cc;;:a, a ecual sigh afte r a l l  code words m  n i t e r s .
C A MINUS SIGN NUST CC?X DIPECTLY CEFCfvE A KtfCEft IF USED.
C PLUS SIG?5 ATE PERMITTED ONLY IH CO.rSNTS
C tUL INPUT CUANTITIES MUST EE IN UNITS CF KIPS,INCHES, KIPS/SQ-INCH, KIPS/INCH
C KIP-INCHES, INCHES TO 4TH, ETC.
C
C THE FOLLOWING MAJOR CASDS AAE REQUIRED FOR EACH PROBLEM.
C
C {• IMPLIES A VALUE TO EE PUT IN BY THE USER.I
C FOLLOWING CERTAIN OF THE ABOVE MAJOR CARDS SOKE MINOR CARDS APE NEEDED. 
C FOR WO I NT COORDINATES* DESCRIBE 0?i£ JOINT PER CASD 
C
C FOR iMDINT RESTRAINTS* DESCRIBE THOSE JOINTS HAVING SOKE KIND OF RESTRAINT. 
C THERE ARE S POSSIBLE IN A SPACE SYSTEM. X7,YT,ZT, IMPLYING TRANSLATION 
C AND XR,YR,ZR IMPLYING ROTATION AND ALL IMPLYING ALL 6 RESTRAINTS.
C FOR MEMBER PROPERTIES* MEMBERS ARE ASSUMED PRISMATIC.
C USE ANY NUMBER OF CARDS PER MEMBER BUT START WITH MEMBER NUMBER ON EACH CARD.
C
C KEH
C KUfCER CF MOCERS • *
C NU?C£R OF JOINTS - *
C JOINT COORDINATES
C JOINT RESTRAINTS
C MEMBER INCIDENCES
C KDCO* PROPERTIES
C SOLVE
C OPTIONAL ARE TK£ FOLLOWING MAJOR CARDS,
C J£H£ER LOADS
C E - *
C G * *
C SOLVE ONLY LOAD CHANGES
C PRINT MATRICES
C STOP
C C (SOME COMMENT}
C
Ccc
EG. 2 X-100 Y-20.8,Z-:0 
EG. 3 X<0
C
C EG. 1 XT,YT,ZR,XR
C EG. 3 ALL
C EC. 2 XT YT Z7 XR YR ZR
C EG. C XR,ZT
C
C EG. 1 2 1
C EG. 2,3,2
C EG. 3 ,1 .,2 .,
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C PUT HE£ER PROPERTIES Vi 11 CM APPLY TO AIL MEMBERS CH rt$?3£R PfcOPERT li># CARD. 
C
C EG. KD3ER Pf&PERTlES AX«23 IX«30 X?*1Q TP-20 2P-30
C EC.. 1 AX-30,1X-45.GS,IT-700 12 GOG.Q
C EG. 2 AX-40.
C EG. 2 IX*330
C EG. 2 IYo30^.*12»300|Xf>*40,YP«S0,21^25.5
Cc noTi:— :rj the m ve h a ^ i e s  ;;x spec ia l  coordinates given  for
C A KET3* TO DEFHX ITS PRINCIPAL P IA X . THIS //PLIES CLY TO SPACE FRAMES.
C SEE GDX AHD LEAVER D IALYSIS Cf F*V.XD SlftUCTUfXS* PAGE 355 
Cc m immR loads* d jter  t y petunifcr?i , force, kokdit) distance froh
C TJX J-EXD lilTH SI CM ACCORDING TO tZZ iR  COORDINATESc
C EG. \ FORCE X -40.0 DISTA;&E"55SUNIF0RH Y-.C5
C EG. 2 KOCTT Y-IOOQ D!ST*WC£ - 20
C 
C
c a co ;rarr card kay e e  pl aced rrrorx  a m  kajor  card cut mot in  or eetvxen  any
C HIKOR CASDS. A FCLLC'.XD BY A ELAiK hl£T APPEAR BEFORE THE COHKENT. THE
c cor*XNT kay t o  f il l  the card. 
c
C EC. C PROBLEM TO Cf£CK DISPLACEKENTS AT .JOINTS
C
c
c busk  c/jds are ig::cjed ik data cut prikted as a s l x z  l ik e .
c extra e u : i s ,  cc;?tAS, a::d e w a l signs a.-e igkcred. ijo a xxs ray occur
C WITHIN CODEWORDS OR KU?£ERS. DECl^'L POINTS KAY F£ USED CR KAY EE LEFT OUT
C Oil ANY KU5CER3 IKCLUDIHJ JOINT OR KD2ER KUKBERS. KACHIKE ERROR KILL
C RESULT FRC.1 THIS ACTION.
C KMEN A *ST0P*< C O  IS ENCOUNTERED VZ vm s. JC3 is  terminated immediately,
C WITH T»£ TOTAL EXECUTION T IM  FRUITED.
C ANY VALUES KOT DlTu£D WILL IZ  SET TO 2£R0. THUS ANYTHING EQUAL- TO 2ER0 NEED
C KOT El  ENTERED *S DATA.
C T it  DATA FOR A PR03LEK Kl^ ST START WITH *NEVi* A?D DID WITH ySOLVfj*.
C THE rfiEH* CARD CAUSES A CLEARING CF COUNTED QUANTITIES IN CORE STORAGE.
C LOADS SHOULD FE PUCED LAST, JUST tEFC.T TJX »*SCLYEi* CARD.
C A 21 JOINT PRCELEK WITH FEH RESTRAINTS REQUIRES AS0UT 70 SECC'DS. LESS TIKE
C IS REQUIRED WITH KCRE RESTRAINTS. A 15 JOINT PRODLDI REQUIRES FROH C TO 15
C fE C O S .
C THE DATA TRANSLATOR A5SUTXS SCHE IMTELLIGEKCE CF THE USER CF THIS ROUTINE
c tkus i»  checkout is k a ix  to s h  i f  the user  has s p e c if ie d  /l l  m  should, if
C AN OBVIOUS ERROR i s  roUlD IM TJX DATA AN D'-RCR STATEMENT WILL FOLLOW THE
C RESPECTIVE KAJOR CR KlhOR CARDS AND WILL £E REPEATED FCR THE REGAINING KINOR
C C O S  IH T1X GROUP. TO IX,1^  FRO?1 f:R. fXWUM C5VICUS DSOR KUST BE KADE.
C A CHECK OF THE OUTPUT WILL I^ICATE W£THER TfX DATA HAS BZDl INTERPRETTED
C CORRECTLY.
C
C ADDITIONAL—
C
C EW100ULUS OF ELASTICITY IS ASS’c.XD - 29,000 KSI IF NOT EPECIFlf.D. G - SI-XAR
C MODULUS IS ASSUTtED « 0 IF KOT SPECIFIED.
C FOR TRUSSES GIVE ONLY m /  F’Ci KDTER PROPERTIES,
c for fra;-x s  havi;:g certain k c 21Rs  p i : :xd at eoth DC-S PERMITTING X,Y,CR 2
C ROTATION, DO KOT SPECIFY IX, IY, OR 12 DEPENDING ON THE ROTATIONS POSSIBLE.
C TO KEGLECT AXIAL EFFECTS IH CERTAIN OR ALL KETXER5 SPECIFY LARGE RELATIVE
C A'EAS FCR THOSE KE/XERS (THIS WILL RESULT IN ?X-*LIGIFLE DEFCRMATIONJ
C IT IS  SUGGESTED THAT YOU LIST THOSE RESTRAINTS CM JOINTS IN THE DIRECTIONS
C C.HE IS CERTAIN WILL HAVE NO DISPLACEMENT. THIS Vi ILL RESULT IN AN EASIER
C KATRIX TO INVERT, AKD CO?»S£QUDiTLY A KCRE PA?ID SOLUTION.
C IF THE CCWXNT f'ZERO DIVlECR UHDi* APPEARS IN THE OUTPUT IT IMPLIES THE
C STIFFKESS KATRIX FCR POSSIBLE DISPLACEKENTS INCLUDED 0;X OR KCRE 2ER0S ON
C THE KAIN DIAGO'OL. CHECIC ANSVXRS FOR LOGICAL CORRECTNESS. CHANCES AiX THEY
C A?£ com a m  TKE data GIVEN. USE THU tfRINT HATRIC£Si< option to see umat 
C THE MATRIX ICCm  LIKE.
C EXTRA SETS OF OUTPUT RAY IfE HAD BY US I KG ADD i T C-‘UL SCLYE CARDS
c /my nut: er  or pscsleks kat ee solved sequentially cy stacking the ikput data
C USING iCXVi*, IHSOLVD*, AND »STOP* CA^S ICXfX APPROPRIATE.
C USE iiSOLVE ONLY LOAD CHANGES?*CARD IF YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE LOADS ON THE
C STRUCTURE WITHOUT ALTERING ANY OTHER INTONATION.
C
C INTERACTIVE ENTRIES—
C
C Tt£ COMMANDS AID QUESTIONS FLASHED CM TfX INTERACTIVE SCREEN /f£ SELF-
C EXPLANATORY. NOTE THAT LOGICAL CUESTIC.'iS MED 0\LY FE ANS'/XRED WITH A CR
C rT*. THE NUMERICAL KEYBOARD ENTRIES AJX. OF T*£ FOLLOWING TYPES: REAL—LOAD
C WGNITUDE.LOPD DISTANCE f.'Xn ±CS>,r£CER PROPERTIES, AND DEFLECTION SCALE
C FACTOR; IHTEGER—NE^ER KUJCER, LC’D TYPE, A'D LOAD DIPIXTICN. A *CASiUAC£
C RXTU.W REVEST FXCUIiXS TKAT TKE CATJilAGE FXTURM KEY £E DEPFXSSSJ) C:iCE ONLY.
C IF ENTRIES OF TIE 13CNG FORMAT K Z  K:‘D£ AN EPACR MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED AiO
C THEY NAY £E CORRECTED. A MICROFILM COPY OF AiY DISPLAY HAY BE HADE BY
C CEPfESSIHG THE K1M L INT£?*:i?T SWITCH, ENTER I KG t?J* FROM THE KEYBOARD, AND
C DEPRESSING TIE CAPJUAGE FOU"^ KEY.
C TKE KDCER INCIDENCES SNOULD IZ  STRUCTURED SO THAT THRE IS CNLY 0?E KD2ER
C HITH 0-D3 AT A SUPPORT. IF THERE IS NOiX THAN CNE SUCH KEKEER, TKE SUPPORT
C CONDITIONS KAY NOT t£ SNONN CC^ECTLY. IF A'iY LO'D IS SET TO ZERO, ALL
C PPEYIOUS LOADS CM THAT KS^ER WILL ALSO FE SET .TO ZERO, EYDi THOUGH Ti£ LOAD
C TASLE HAY NOT INDICATE IT. IF TlXfX IS NC.’X  THAN ONE LOAD ON A KErSER, T*£
C SNEAR AND NO KENT DIAGRAMS WILL NOT £E DRAW!.
INTEGER COUNT 
INTEGER B,RL,FLAG
CONHON /TLK2/ COUNT,Hi(50),01(50),HAG1(50),A1(50).HTYPE1(50)
CONNON KPRlNT,DATA(S3),AiXYZ(50,4},5(100),XYZ(50,3),A;u.(50,12),
1 RL(125) ,A(12t>) ,M(E,G,ISTRUC (3) ,KR,NTIK£,OUNK4(1083),
2 OU?*K5(l€254) ,XP(5Q,3)
REAL LIST1tLIST2,LIST4.LIST5,LISTS,LIST7,LIST9,NAG,vWJ.KKK '
REAL NTINE.NT1NED 
DIMENSION AYZ(5)
DIKENSION LIST1(10),LIST2(3),LIST4(3),LIST5{3) ,LIST6{?),LIST7C7),
1 LISTD £5),K1PE(137*3),K(2)
ECU I VALENCE (H1PEC1) ,f5>RINT)
DATA LIST1/HiC,6fi.\,U1l3£R,5HJ0INT,D^£hBER, 1ll£,U«G,5HSOLYE,3HNEW,
1 5HPRINT.4NST0P/
DATA LIST2/CHO0 iNTS,6;?£NE£R,CNPESTRA/
DATA L 1 ST C/CHINCIDE,trS iSPtk ,5£iLCADS/
DATA LIST5/1MX,1HY,1HZ/
DAT A LIST6/2HXT, 2NYT, 2HZT, 2NXR, 2HYR, 2HZR, 3HALL/
DATA LI ST 7/L' UX, 2NIX, 2NIY, 2HIZ, a  Di?, 2H YP,2H2P/
DATA LI ST 9/l'Nf C £CE,€ KNONENT, €1 FJN I FOR, 6M. I HtJR, 6HD I ST AN/
DAT ACCORD 1, FIXED, OOJ, KKK, WJ,HK/©HCOORD 1, 5*iF IXED, 1 HO, 1HK, 2HW J , 2HWK/
DATA AYZ/ 47LCARRIAGE RETURN NECESSARY TO RXSUNE COMPUTATIOH/
CALL CPaAP(A^O)
RNTSEC - RNILLKA40) *.001 
NT1MD • RNTSEC 
FLAG-1
7 00-0 
READ 1.DATA 
PRINT 2, DATA
1 FOPNAT < DOA1)
2 FORMAT(1X.80A1}
CAU FXADIT(HORD,NT£ST,vW)
IF(OJ.F.a.80)G0 TO 7
100 DO 11 1-1,10 
NI-I
11 IF(KORD.EQ.LISTUI)JGO TO 12 
99S9 PRINT 1001
143
1001 FORMAT( ........ LAST DATA IHCOrJXCT—TMJS PRC£U31 TERMINATED*)
ruG - i 
CO TO 7
12 GO 10(7,32,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,50),HI
22 CALL FIAD11 NTEST,OJ)
call fs£ADiT{.;c:^,HTan,vW)
DO 220 M ,2  
HI*!
220 iF(L!ST2U).EQ.V!CSS)G0 TO 221 
CO TO 9039
221 CALL rZ/DIT(KC&D.JiTEST,JJ)
IF(NTEST.EQ.1)GO TO 9DS9 
ISTRUC(Hi J *U0RD*.3
IF(M I.£Q.2) K** I STk’X  (2)
CO TO 7
23 CALL READ IT (*X5£D, NTEST, vW)
N1*0
lFtii0fc>.CQ.LlST4(3))M«2 
ir«Moto.i:o,cooRDnK!~i 
lF(KO£D.EQ.LlST2(3mi-3 
ir(H!.CA.0)5O TO
CO TO (231,232,253},HI
24 CALL PCAD1T(RORD,NTEST,vW)
DO 240 1-1,3Kl*I
240 IF(L!ST4(l).E$.KORD)GO TO 241 
CO TO 9399
241 CO TO (242,243,244),HI
25 CALL K£ADIT(HCRD,NT£ST,JJ)
IF(NTEST.EQ.1)GO TO 9909 
C*U0$D
CO TO 7
26 CALL rXADIT(KORD,NTEST,vkj) 
lF(h7EST.E$.1)GO TO 9909 
C-MCRD
CO TO 7
27 !F(lsm£(1))9000,9001,9000
9001 PRINT 9002 
FLAG-1
9000 !F(ISTRUC(2))9003,9004,9003 
90 C 4 PRINT 9005 
fla> i
9003 HOS^MSTRUCM)
DO 9006 I«t,K06
9006 IF(RL(U.N£.0)GO TO 9007 
P*INT 9003
rLAG-i
9007 H^>2*ISTn‘JC(2)
DO 9009 1-1, HOS
9009 ir(SCl) .EQ.OGO TO 9010 
CO TO 9011
9010 PRINT 9012 
FLAG-1
9011 HJ6*ISTRUC(2)
DO 9014 1-1,NJ6
IF*(AIXYZ(1,1) .fC.O.OJGO TO 9014 
PRINT 9016,1 
FLAG-1 
9014 CONTIHUE
9002 FCR«AT(* —NWCER OF JOINTS - 0— f )
9005 FOxJttT(* -M Z SR  Of HDSERS - 0-*)
9008 FO&fAT (* —NO JOINT RESTRAINTS ENTERED--*)
9012 FORf1AT(* ‘ -NOT ENOUGH KEKPER IHCIDOiCES ENTERED— f )
9016 FORMAT{* —KOtBER*, 14,* HAS A ZERO AREA--*)
*
inruG.NE.ijGo Tom cm. TEKTIiWGO TO 7
m CALL K£AD IT (WOaD,H7EST,OJ)
HGO-1!nWO£0.EG.UST1{?))NGO«Qcall Srrrjwao)CCvNT - 0 CO 70 728 DO £33 1-1,18283 
£•23300.0
bm mipeuj-oCOUiT - 0 PRINT SSO£30 ro'ULAT(°tr~K FkCOLEH ENCOUHTEKE&V TIKE SO TO ZE£0*/1 * SYSTEM CLF.CSD*///)CALL CraAP(MO)RHTSEC - flrllLL!(ACO) *.001 NT US - fcXTSEC FLA5-0 GO TO 729 HPRIHT-1 CO TO 730 CALL CfaAP(AiQ)RjHTSEC - fcltLLKAIO) * .001TiriD - rjnric - ktikedPRINT 51,TItf331 FORMAT (///* TOTAL TIKE FCft ALL PROBLEMS -\F9.3,* SEC* ,3</1H1 J) CALL IADROPSTOP231 KCCOft-1 CO TO 107232 KCOCX-2DO 515 MI-1,126515 A(NI)-0 CO TO 107233 NCOCS - 3DO 517 Kl-1,128 517 fl{NI)-0 HR-3CO TO 107242 KCOQR-4 CO TO 107243 HCOCfi-5 HALL-1 Ki«2CO TO 104244 NCOOR-6DO 516 MM ,50 DO 518 K-1,12
516 AflLCNI .H) -0 107 «-0KALL-0 HI—1sW-0READ 1,DATA PRINT 2, DATA 104 CALL ft£ADIT(KOf$,NTEST,vW)IFWJ.EO.SOGO TO 107GO TO (185,125,22-3,301,304,402,407,403,411 ,414,429,432,434,435,511 1 ,512),Ni 185 inNTEST.EQ.UGO TO 100 NvQlNT-liCRD^.3 CO TO 514
1T3 GO TO (153,197,1S3,199,399,405),KCOOft 
1S6 DO 2S3 1-1,3 
KXY2-I
2S-3 IFCUG.nD.EQ.USTSUJJCO TO 237 
GO TO ££39 
297 M»3 
GO TO -104 
2S3 ir(NTC5T.C9.1)60 TO 9299 
xyz(;4^wt,kxyzk;c?2>
GO 70 £14 
197 DO ^ 3  1*1,2 
HTYP£:«I
299 !r«V<0$$.EQ.UST9(!))G0 TO 300 
CO TO SX3
300 Ml«4
CO TO 104
301 DO 302 1-1,3 
KXY2-1
302 iru & *$ .W .U S T 5 U )K 0  TO 333 
CO TO 9099
503 ^ ’KOOINT - C * IKTYPE-Uf5 4- KXYZ 
HI «» 5 
CO TO 104
304 1F(HT£ST.E0.1)G0 TO 9339 
A(J)»WO£D 
CO TO 514 
m  DO 341 1-1,6 
KXYZ“ I
341 irtWC^.CQ.LISTStDJGO TO 342 
IF(HCRD.CQ.LlST6(7)JCO TO 3^ 3 
CO TO 9999
303 DO 344 I«1,6 
%HW0IHTV6+I 
KR«m*1
344 ftLW )«BLW)M 
CO TO 107
342 0-HJQlNT*6 - 6 * NXYZ RUJ)-£L(J)M WWft+l
CO TO 104
199 IFCNTEST.EQ.UGO TO 9339 
JK-N* 1 STRUC (2) HWOI NT 
B U ) » » . 3  
K«1
sK>1
1F<J.E0.2)G0 TO 107 
CO TO 104 
3S9 DO COO l-t,7 
KHZ-1
400 !F<ViC8).CQ.LlST7U)}GQ TO 401 
CO TO 9999
401 NIH?
CO TO 104
402 irtHTfST.Ea.DGO TO 9999
if(nxyz.ct.4)go to 43$
IFUULL.M .DCO TO 433 
AIXYZ(HOOlKT,HXYZ)*ViOSD 
437 H1-2 
CO TO 104 
433 DO 433 *W01hT«1,H
433 AIXYZ (?SOOI NT, KXYZ J 
CO TO 457 
435 IFtfttlL.EQ.UGO TO 440 
XPIHJQIHT,KXYZ-4)“ UORD
146
CO TO <37
« 0  DO <41 HO01KT-1.H 
<41 X?{HOOINT,KXYZ-4)<4CSD
CO TO 437 
CSS MI-7 
CO TO 104 
407 H«2
!F(wo*$.ta.vkW)r>o
IFtKCfcD.EQ.ttKJJM 
irtN.ca.2)co to z m  
Hi-3
CO TO 104 
<03 DO <03 1-1,2 
H T YPC-M 
<09 irn-Ci^.EQ.L!ST9Ci))C0 TO <10
co to s m
<10 Hl-9 
CO TO 104 
<11 DO <12 1-1,3 
KXYZ-I
<12 irCK0ftD,EQ.LIST5(l)}C0 TO <13 
CO TO 9D39 
<13 W-10 
GO TO 104 
<14 irtNTEST.W.DCO TO 
sb!l*6 <• KTYPT3 + HXYZ 
AHLCIWOIHT.OJCORO 
Hi-7
CO TO 104 
<05 IFiKCFS.Ea.FIXTDJGO TO <08 
DO <27 1-1,<
NTYP£-I
<27 IF(KOkD.CQ.LIS79(I))GO TO <28 
CO TO 9999 
<23 111-11 
CO TO 104
429 DO <35 1-1,3 
KTTZ-t
430 IF<K0ftD.£Q.LIST5(n)CO TO <31 
CO TO 9599
<31 IF(NTYPE.E&.OGO TO 510 
Mi-12 
D 1ST—0 
CO TO 104
510 Ki-15 
0-0
CO TO 104
511 1-0
IFCKORD.CQ.KOJ i-1 
inKC^.£0.V/JI-2 
IFU.EQ.OJGO TO 9599 
HI-1S 
CO TO 104
512 |F{NTEST.EQ.1)GO TO 9939 ' 
u r n -word
Hi-15
IF(0.ra.2)G0 TO 513 
CO TO 104
513 MAG»y{2)-W(1)
CALL hDiOA{HJOiHT,KXYZ,MAG, 1.0,4,0.) 
RAG-U(1}
CALL KDS.OA (NOQIHT,NXYZ,HAG, 0.0,3,0.) 
GO TO 514
t
452 irmTEST.Ca.UGQ TO $999 MAG-aCSD
inKTYft.EG.3)C0 TO 433Hl-13
60 TO 10$
434 ir ( t ^ JS .L IS T 9 (3 ) )G 0  TO $999 
HI-14
CO TO 1C4
453 C ILL  fCHLC A {MOO I NT, NXYZ, MAG,DI ST ,HT YP£,0.1
514 Hl-2
CO TO 104
435 innTEST.C9.UCO TO 9DS9 
DIST-MORD
CO TO 433m
SVCRWTIKE fCADIT tWO^ D#HTEST #vki)
real L a m tHW tR
CQrSiON /ELW  CCUKT.M <50) ,01 (50),MAGI (50) rA1 (50) ,N7YFE1 (50) 
COftlQH ftPRIK7,DA7A(80)
DlfCKSlOH tCT7£R(«5),KW^rRn2)lBUT{2)
DATA E U I K lCOMU,rtRIODlMJAL/1H ,1H, ,1H. ,1fW
DATA NUM0ER/1 HI, 1H2,1ii3, tH4,1H5,1 Ho, 1H7,1K3,1H9,1 HO, 1H. f 1H-/
N®0
ifjoo.j c .ojoo^o o -i
DO 1 [-1,15
1 LE7TER(I)-£LA^
K0£«0
KTEST-0
if i o o.e q .o k o k -i
7 IF(OvI.EQ.83)00 70 50 
OO^OJM
IF(DATAtOO) .fc£.£LA?&.AH),DA7A(00) .KE.COfrMA.AJiD.DATAtOO) • fiE. EQ.UA2 
1 GO 70 1000 
HQK-1
lF(K7ES7.f£.0)GQ 70 8 
CO 70 7
iooo inKQK.ra.ojGo to i
IF(N.EQ.14)GO TO 8
LE7T£R(N)«DATA(00)
K7EST-1 
CO 70 7
8 DO 9 1-1,12
9 IF(LET7ER(1) .EQ.HUKSER(l) )NTEin-2 
DO 200 1-1,N
200 Ir(LETTCR{1).EQ.PER1OD)NTEST-3 
ir(N7ES7.EU.2)LE7TER(?^1)<ERI00 
If (HTDTT.E‘i.1 )GO 70 80 
I -N+2
ir<N7rST.EQ.3)
IF(I,£T.15)G0 TO 80 
DO 85 0-1,15 
85 LE7TERCOJ-C 
80 EHCOOE(15,10,B*JT)Ln7ER 
10 FOWU7(1£A1)
CO 70(20,30,30),NTEST
20 DECODE(6,40,BUT)WORD 
40 FC£ii7(AS)
50 RETUSN
30 DECODE <15,60, BvJF) WORD 
60 fCWlAT(ri5.0)
CO TO 50m
Sm m iVZ  K210A<M,KAG, A, N7YPE.DWW)
REAL K/£,L,!YIZ
RUL K A G1 
IK7EGER COOT 
ItfTESER f  3
cc.v:.::i /sus/ covm,m <so) ,j i  (so),k?.si (£oj ,ai <5 oj,n7ypei cso)
CC^r.a ^flWiT.JWaCClSOJ.lYlZCIOOJ,£3(100),X(50),Yi50J,Z(50),
i Ate.($*,i2) f^::r2tH2) ,r&::-£R 
irw.Ea.0./:D.HTtP£.HE.3)C0 70 *4
RPtUSJW5)3ER*H
KK3 («tus?i)
l< ^T({XHCI)-XW lJ)*#2MY(Kn-YWI))f#2M ZU :i)-Z (Jl))"2 ) ccvrrr « ccuxt * i
ir  CtVVT3tY.Ett.1.) CO 70 2?
K1(COUNT) « M 
0! (COtm) - 0 
IUGKCCWT) « M*G 
Ai (CCl'iH) * A 
N7YPE1 (C0UN7) - HTYPE 
2? GO 70 (2,3,1,213),N7YPE 
C UUFCTOI LCUD
1 CO 70 (7,6,5), J
7 PRINT 1001
1031 FGftUT(* —  EftCft-CA* N07 ACCEP7 WlFORfl OR WIFORMLY VARYING LO 
1AD IN X DIRECTION, LOAD K07 U£H)*J 
CO 70 C
6 v£«0
W>1
C ££7 7MS riYiZ - 70 DIKDGION OF IX 1H ft AIN PROGRAM 
KIY!Z*SO 
CO 70 19
5 sX"l 
WC-0 
KIYIZ-O 
ID M?W!
lF(f2t)21,21,22
21 fi-1
22 FAC70R-&AGV2.
AM lit, OK+2) -  FACTORS 71. (H, OK+2)
All. (H, OK+8) «*-F AC7CR+A.'! (N, sJK+B)
IKlYIZ-*tYlZ+!f 
IF(IYIZ(.‘i£IYlZJ }'33,33,24
24 IFW.EQ.3)FAC7eR~FACTCR
AflLm#tt*5)-FAC7C*,L / S .W L W .B M )
ANL(N,o>ti)» fac7or*l /6.+AflL(fl,oiu 
33 ^(791)23,23,4
23 M«m i
IF(N.LE.HEtfSERKO 70 22 
CO 70 4
C L0Ai) HITH *T INCHES OR -L- INCHES FROM J213 GO 70 (214,215,216) , J  
21C PRINT 1001 
CO TO 4
215 J*>Q 
ICK-1
C SET THIS KIY1Z-70 D170S I ON OF IX IN SPFRH ROUTINE 
KIYIZ“50 
CO 70 217
216 v.**>1
W>0
ru iz - 0
217 FAC70R - MAG*L/2Q.
Al-L/1.5
A2«5.0ei« l
B2-7.0
IT(A.MI,O.Q)GO TO 218
T D ^ A I
At*31
B1»TD#
TDr?«A212*32
218 AML (M,v.JK+2) ~A2*FACT03*ASL (M, &+2) 
AHJM,vK*3}~£2*FACTCR*AML(H,v$>8J 
KKIYIZ«*IYIZ*M 
l F U Y l Z m m i Z m . 4 , 2 1 9
219 1FW.EQ.3JFACTC.WACTCR
AML (*\W>5) — FACTCV A1+AML CM, r.KvS)
AML OI.KK+11 )«f ACT0R*B1 +AML(M,0>11)
GO TO 4
C COVENTRATED LOAD E£TV£EN J AND K AT DISTANCE A PROM 0-DO
2 CO TO (10,9,8),-J
10 FACTCR-fUG/L
A?t <M, 1)-FACTOR* CL -A) ♦/^J.CM, 1)
A?i.{Nl7)*FACTQR*A*X!‘lCN,7J 
CO TO 4
9 u>i
IF(IYIZ(H*50))40,40,148 ot>i u>o
IF(IYIZ(Mn4Q,40,14
14 B"L -A
FACT0R-MAG/L**2
AML (N,v!K+2) "FACTOR* (3.*A*£)*B**2/L ♦AML(M,J£+2)
AML(H,0K*3)*FACTOR* (A*3.*B) *A**2A +AML CM,v*K*8)
IF(J.EQ.5)FACTCft*~FACT0R 
AML(H(r**5)«FACTCR*A’B**2^.ML{Nfa:*5)
A M  (M.WCM1) — FACTCR*8*A* *2*AML Cft.TJC-H 1)
CO TO 4 
40 B<-A 
MAG—MAG/L
AH. {M,\3C+2)*MAG*B+AML (M, v8>2)
AML (K,vK* 3) "MAG * A*AJL CM, OK+3)
CO TO 4
C MOMENT fETV£0i J  A!® r AT DISTANCE A FROM O-DO
3 GO TO (13,12,11),J
13 A?1(M,4)—  MAG*(L -A)/L +Aft.CM,4)
A«L(N,1Q)-fUG*AA ♦AML(M,10)
CO TO 411 0J>1 
K*>1
IF(IYIZCM))30,30,20
12 OK -0
W>0
C NtflSER IN SUBSCRIPT ERCW SHOULD MATCH DIMENSION OF 1Y IN SPFRM ROUTi 
IFCIYIZCM+50))30,30,20 
20 FACT0R-MAG/L**2 
B"L-A
AML(M,JK+11)*FACTOR’A*(2.*B-A)+AMLCM,OK+11)
AML(M,vS>5) “FACTOR'S*C2.*A-BHAMLCM,J*>5)
FACTOR-6. VACTOR/L bA*B
IF<v).£Q.2)FACTCR~FACTCR
AML CM.KKM J •FACTCft+AML (N, W > 1 )
AML{M,KK*7 )—  FACTORS AML CM, W > 7  )
GO TO 4
SO FACTOJWtAG/tirC0.i:a.2)rAC7CR—FACTOR
m . a i , r / > i ) -fac to r*/-**. ch, w > i )/^ t!1l*£*7)--FACTC&U?UM,a>7)
CO 70 $
54 FJUK7 1005
1003 FCvJUT{* —  ERROR- M-0 BUT LOAD TYPE NOT UNIFO&1, LOAD KOT UOT’ 1
4 FXTUwH DO
152
St£i*0V7|K£ S ffiX U m  
REAL L,IY,lZ,lXtm il£,LU  
INTEGER B ,^ tPL,Ca.,C,Bl,B<JtCC
m m  K U 2 /  ccivitjNj (:oj , j i  (so),?ugi m ) ,ai icoj ,utypej isoj 
i - CQ&tiH sPj;K1(SUtAX(50),n((5Q),m5))t lZ(5Q),B<IM),X<S0)tY(50),
1 2<5«),JL,l(S0 r1 2 )#RLC12S)l A(!r3),KT,Cl6lN JlMl^ l^ lN7l«:l 
1 S l© d2 ,12) , S ^ d 2 ,12) ,Lr30),Cd2),IFU^,0&:i,Js> l,XCL,YCL,Za,CX,
1 C r,C Z A S3 .Y ^ ,R {5 0 ,S )fG * l{l2 u }lS {!2$,!< S)(/X{l2S),D(126)tAR{126)
1 ,CC <12) ,/,C (123), AK WT d 2 ) , X? (50),YP (SO),2P(50)
CO.WH /SUl/LOs?(50Q),PLOTS(75Q),LCL4(3).XrUX.YMAX 
COMMON M X5/ m / r i  (50,4) ,120 (3)
DIMERS 10.1 AYZ(5) ,CC\£duO) ,MOMS(800) ,DUi1 (6)
DATA AY2/ «7LCA.^IA5£ ROUSH K£CESS£RY TO RESUME COMPUTATION/
LOGICAL LCL4,L20
1033 F0RRAT(/v* T U X  UCED TO THIS POINT IH PROBLEM •\F9.3,* SEC.*,/) 
IF(NCO.N£.0)GO TO 2 
53 NJS«S*NJ
n ^ w g -n r
HT-M
P&IMT 1C02,«,N,KJ,^,E,C
1002 rcr.lAT( //,#lSTRUCTUr£ DATA*,//
2/13,SH KDCERS/IS.IStf DECREES OT Ff££DCH/I3,7H JOINTS/13,19H SJPPO 
3AT RESTRAINTS/ 1X,24H MODULUS Cf ELASTICIT
4T «,ri2.2,C} KS1/1X,16H SHEAR MCOULUS -,F12.2,CH k s d  
IF (LA/X.ta.D GO TO 3502 
CALL CMMLD(CORE,150)
CALL IfOir?
CALL OPT ICMd ,0.2,0,0)
CALL CSTRUiG (25*16,13*32,1SSUG STRAlfMI.)
CALL CSTRING(12’16,17*32,41 HAN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS SYSTE 
IKS.)
C/LL CSTRDJ5(30*18,15*32, Z & m .)
CAa CSTRIB6 (14* 16 ,13 * 32,37;Ll.'LlLYSIS Of STRUCTURAL SPACE FRAMESS.) '
CALL CSTRI?:5( 7*16,10*52,51H « " * " * *’•«.....
£  j
CALL CSTRlkCt 7*16,22*32,51H ••••••••••.... .........
|  j *
CALL OPTlCNd ,0.2,1,0)
CALL CSTRINGt 8*16, 544,2CH....
CALL CSTR1KG(55*16,
ca l l f r a m e
CALL CKKHLDtNUftBUr)
CALL IAM(1L ,CORE,1,DUHI,4,0,0)
3502 ocrzs « 0 
JACK - 0
CALL PLOT(JONES,JACK)
CALL LOAD
PRINT 1004, (I,X(I) ,Y(I) ,2(1), 1-1 ,N*J)
1004 FORMAT(///22H COORDINATES Of J0INTS//1X,5HJGINT,4X,1HX,9X,1HY,9X, 
11H2/,( 14,3f10.3))
PRINT 1005
1005 FORMAT(///50H fCKSER DESIGNATIONS, PROPERTIES, AJJD ORIENTATIO?tS//,
1 * MEMBER J K AREA IX IY IZ
2 LENGTH X-COSINE Y-COSINE Z-COSINE*)
DO 2000 1-1,M
DO 11 0-1,9
11 R(I,J)-0 
AA-0
IPLUSM - I * M 
C--JJ(I)-BU) A'$ sX (l) - B(HN)
j k i-B(iplusm) jji-stu
XCL“X(JKl)-X(JJl)
YCL-Y(JKI)-Y(JJI)
vmoa. tzm imizPi ZCL«ZWK1)-ZWJI) t (n <xaf *2fta* *2^ 2a* *2)
CX*KUl(l)CWCl/ld)cz*za/ui>
G<S&T{CX**2K2**2)
100? FC&ttT(15,!6;Wtfa.2fn4.1,2F12.1, n c . 2 tr i 2 .6 ,2n 1 .6) ir(x?(n.CQ.o.o.^ a.r?(i).i:Q.o.o.^ af2?(n.E^ .o.o]Go to 2001 &3*m\htMU 
tPS*TP UMT(>UU 2P>ZfU)-ZtOvfI)
2051 im.C£.M01KOTQ2002 
r u ,2x y  
r c i, 4 ) - cy 
lt(l,9)*1.0
lftA,A.Kt.tKQTC20S3tt"SttT<XPS” 2+2PS” 2)cosa-x?s*cy/^S!RW?S/SaR(!,4)~CY*CCSAR(l,6)*sifa
R ( l , 7 X Y #SINAR(I,9XCSACOT02000 
2002 R I I . I K X  
R ( ! ,2 X Y  
R U ,3 )< 2  
R (M )-C X*C Y/S 
R U ,5 )K i 
R U ,6 )- C Y #CZ/a 
RU ,7 )-CZ/a R(l,9XX/a 
irUA.K£.1KOT02000 
TPC«R (1,4) •lfPS*'A< 1,5) •YPS*ftC I ,«) *ZT‘S 
ZPC«R {I, ?) *X?:vR ( | .8 )f YPS*R(I,9) *ZrS Sfc<OT{Y n"Z>ZK*'2)CQSA«YK/SQSMA-Z?v/^RtMW-CX’CY'COSA-CZ’SlMAJ/QR(I,5)«Q*CCSARd.ej-t-cY'cz’ccsAKx^ si^ Aj/aRd j^-icx’cY^ sifu-cz’ccsAj/aR{|,8)-afSMAR(1,9)"(CY*CZ*SlNAKX*C0SA)/Q
2000 c o w m cCALL STRDAT RRtrcr 1021
1021 rOSJUT(///17H OOIHT RESTRAINTS// 63H JOINT X TRAJiS. Y TRX’iS. 2 tTRAKS. X ROTA. Y ROTA. Z ROTA.)DO 3000 »1,KvJ3000 PRINT 1023,K,RL(6#K-5) ,RL{6'£-4) ,RL(6*^ *3) ,RL(6V.-2) ,RL (6*K-1), 1RL(S*»:)1023 fCSJ1AT(l4,18,2110,115,219)CRLH)-RL(I)
003030 r-2,HJ6 
3030 CRL<IC)«CRLtt>n+RL(J:j
c
C-STRUCTliRC STimCSS MATRIX 
C DO 12
DO 12 sM.NJS 
12 S(l,0)«0
0040001*1
call sT irrtn
006030-1,4
DO€OOJ>1,12
s^ (3 ;o - 2 ,a- ad ,i),sm {3\h2,u*Rd ,4 ),s ^ (3 V i,* : )*R d ,7 )#1S?^(3*J#<J
rr€i *3*^1 #r,)-R(l#2) *s:^(5*^2.rj+p»{l ,5) •Si^(3*vH1,rj4-R{l ,8) • 
i s r w j ,  K)
600 S ^ iS ^ K l- R d .S ^ S n R C S ^ .K J^ d .S J 'S K a t S ^ l . r i^ R d .S J*1S^{3*0,K)
D04003IM ,12 
c c d i x d n
O KKCdU
IttRLCJKU.EQ.OKdl) • OKI - CftL(OKI)
IF (RLW K I)JiE .O Kd l) - N ♦ CJ%LC0K2J
4003 CONTINUE 
00400411-1,12 
IA - CCd!)
IT(RL( IA).NT.0JCOTC4004 
BO-Cdl)
00400500-1,12
ei-c(sW)
STDsP • S(BI.BO)
S(D I,BJ) - SHDWJ.Ii)
lFdl.LE.6.AND.OO.LE.6.CR.li.GT.6.AKD.OJ.CT.6)S(Bl,BO)-S(BI.BO) +
1 STEK?
4005 CONTINUE
4004 CONTINUE
4000 CONTINUE
a u  CF£LI?{A40)
RNTSEC - RNILUCA40) *.001 
DIFTIH - RNTSEC - NT I ME 
PRINT 1038,0 i n  m 
CALL INY(S,N,KFLAG)
2 CALI CPELAPU40)
KNTSEC - R.'IILLI (A40) \Q01
o in  m - rntsec - nti?c
PRINT 1036,DIFT1M 
PRINT 1010
1010 FCRNAT(///2SH1ACTICMS APPLIED AT OQINTS//6DH JOINT X-FORCE Y-F 
10RCE 2-FORCE X-KONOiT T - «O T  2-HOKENT)
DO 10 1-1,N06 
ACdJ-0 
AR ( I J -0 
AE(I)»0
10 OdJ-O
DO 5000 K - 1,KO
5000 PRINT 1012,K,A(6*K-5) ,A (6*K-4) ,A(6*K-3),A(6*K-2) t A (6^ IC-1) ,A(6®K)
1012 FORMAT(14,F12.t,2F10.1,3F11.1 J 
901 PRINT 1013
1013 FORMAT(///,* FIXED END ACTIONS FOR NENSERS DUE TO LOADS, NO MOMENT 
IS IF TRUSS (THESE ARE INTERMEDIATE VALUES - NOT FINAL SOLUTION)*)
PRINT 1024 
DO 6000 O - 1,M 
IPLUSM-O+N
6000 PRINT 1020,0,8(0),(A«L(0,K),K-1,6),0,B(IPLUSH), (AKL(0,K),<-7,12) 
0070001-1,«
IPLUSN - I ♦ H 
O6-6’0(l)
K6 - 6 * BdPLUSN)
AE{06-5)-AE'WG-5)-Rd,1)*ANLd,1)-Rd,4)*ANLd,2)“Rd,7)#ANLd,3) 
AE(06-4)-AE(06-4)~R(1,2) * AM. (1,1 )-R(l ,5) *AML(I,2)-R(I,8) 'AML (1,3)
«:(0S-5)-A£(v«>-3)-R{I,3)*AKL{lt1)-R{l,6JVit.(!,2)-R{Il9)*^L{l,3) 
AEWS-2)-A£U^2)-Rdl1JV?L(M)-Rd,*)VtfL<I#5)-Rd,7)V?UI,6) 
tfW6-!)<lE(*^U-RU,2)*ttUM)-Rd,5)V:id,5)-R(I,8)UNLd.$) 
AE U S  )-R(l,3) • A X d . i h R d  ,«)•*«.{! (5)-R(! ,9)'AJll 1,6)
A£(K6-5W£0:6-5)-ad,1)'A.'!Ld,7)-Rdl4)*A:td,8}-Rd,7)’A?1ld,9) 
t t C t ^ J - A E O C M l - R d ^ J V X U J J - R d . S l ^ W L d . g J - R d . S J ' A H L d ^ )  
#£fKG-3»-AE€ICG-3)-R{ 1.3) *AKL€ 107J-R(I ,S) 9JL'2.< 1.8J-RC1.9) *AflLC 1,9) 
A£(KS-2) "kAE(£$~2) *R( I,1) * AM. d , 10) -R d , 4) *ANL d , 11) -R d , 7) ’ 
1ARLCIJ2)
AECIC6r1)<£(KG-1)-Rd,2)NWLdt10)-ftdf5)fAH.d,11)-Rd,8}*
1AHLd,12)
7000 AC(M»^JIC€KS1-R<IV3 ) * A I « . ( 1 . « 0 ) - R < I , 6 } 11}-RC1.9)*AHL€1.121 
€doi rmxm - n n a
DO 83 yj • \,blPtm
ir(RLW).tt.O)K->CRLCJJ
IFCRLWJ.KE.OIK-NKRLW)
80 AC(K)»AW)UEW)
DO 90 U •* 1,N 
DO S3 K » 1,N 
90 D CO) • D W H S W . W ^ A C I K )
KPLUS1 • N*1
DO 100 C « KPLUS1.KPLUKR 
A^ CIC) •* -AC (K)
DO 100 J  - 1 ,N
100 ARIK) - AR««>S(i:fJl#DWJ J • N ♦ 1
DO 110 OEE* I.WtUHR 
OE - MPLlftft+l-OEX 
ITCRLC-JED .EQ.QJGO TO 111 D(vC) - 0 
CO TO 110
111 J  • J  - 1 DCJCi - DU)
n o  c o n t i n u e
K m H
DO 120 tX * 1,MPLUKR 
IHRLdCD.EQ.DCO TO 121 
ARUXJ-0 
CO TO 120
121 r • r+i
AR{r£)«AR(K)
120 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1017
1017 rCfiUT(///’irifUl SOLUTION FOR JOINT DISPLACEMENTS UO SUPPORT REA 
KTIO.KSV/* JiOTE— THESE VALVES A,^ £ PER THE STRUCTURE AXIS*,
1 //12SH JOIN
IT X-TRA?%S. Y-TRANS. 2-TRANS. X-ROTA. Y-RQ7A. 2-ROTA. X 
2-FORCE Y-FORCE Z-FORCE X-KCr£NT Y-NOKENT Z-NCNENT ) 
DOSOOOvt-£,NJS,6 
JOINT-JE/6 
JCE-OE*€
8000 PRINT 1018,JOINT,D(v£-5) ,DUC-4) ,D(JE-3) ,D(v£-2) ,D(JE-U .DUE),
1 ARtJE-5) ,AR(J£-4) ,AR{JE-3) ,AR(JE-2) ,AR{JE-1) ,ARWE)
1018 FORNAT(U,F13.6,5F10.6(€F!0.3)
1024 FCR.1AT(/37X,*AXIAL*,2 d3X, *SHEAR*J, 11X,‘TORSION*,2(11X,’BENDING*), 
1 /35X»*X-FORCE T-FORCE Z-FORCE
1X-HOKENT Y-NOKENT Z-NOMENT*/)
PRINT 1019
1019 FORMAT(//,* FINAL SOLUTION FOR ttXBER DO ACTIONS’//,* NOTE— THES 
IE ACTIONS ARE PER TIC K&BZR AXIS1)
PRlfiT 1024
CALL OPT IONd ,0,0,0,0)
CALL CHILD (HONS, 800)
CALL INCISP
D 0 9 0 0 0 M . N  
CALL srirru)
DO 3002 0 * 1 , 1 2
IPLUSfH+H
AKOUT(0) - AtfL(l,0)
DO 5002 00 « 1,12 
v*?,l «• C(OO)
9002 AtfCUT(O) « AKOVHO) + S?&(0,00) *0(0*1)
AKOUT1 (i, 1) “ AMCUT(2)
AH0VMU,2> - /JIDUT(S)
A B W T  1(1,3) * A?;0UTC8)
AHOU71(1,4) • /-"OUT (12)
CALL l?0flU)
9000 PRINT 1020,1,BCD, (A?tOUT(U) ,0*1,6), I ,B<IPUUSff), (A?fOUT(0) ,0-7,125
1020 rcmiAT(2(* tf£KS£R\l4,* AT OOINT*,I4,6f18.4/)) 
infiFLAG.EQ.UPftlMT 81
£1 r c a U T ( * .....A ZERO DIVISOR UAS ENCOUNTERED HHlLE COMPUTING THE1 INV£kS£.... •//)
CALL CP£LA?(A40)
RNTSEC - RHILL1 (A40) *.001
Din i H  - p«n t s e c  * n t i k e 
PRINT IC^.DIHIN 
PRINT 1C3Q
1053 PCA-nAT (/,* END cr COMPUTATION FOR CNE S£T OP DATA*/
1 *1— SYSTD1 NOT CLEAPXD--MODIP1CATICf-iS ACCEPTED UNTIL -HEX- CAR 
2D ENCOUNTERED— *//)
C INSERT C^LL FPJS£ CARD 
C/ii. PfU.'C 
CALL OCmLDULN)
C/LL U*1(AYZ,HCKS,1,DUN1,4,0,0)
CALL SKDIAG
IP (J;’OT.L20) GO TO 3500 
C/LL DEFLEC 
CO TO 5501
3500 CALL I/JK42LD0 YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE STRUCTURE AGAIN,KOKS', 1, 
1LCL4,3,0,0)
3501 IP (.NOT.L0L4) GO TO 57 
LAKE - 1
CO TO 58 
57 RETURN 
OiD
SUBROUTINE PLOT(OOv£SfOACK)
C PRODUCES PLOT OP S IkVOITX
DIKEKSION LCL1 (3) ,DU1(7) ,AY2(5),MX(10),fit (10)
INTEGER ft,A'\,ri,CPL,C,m,N,CC REAL jL.lY.IZ, IX,KTtt£,LLL,HX,M
comm r j jQ j  courr,wi (so),o i (so ),nw  1 (so ;,a i (eoj.ntypei(so)
cordon Otf&l (S I ) ,AX(50),IX(50), IY(50), IZ(-O) *0(100) ,X(50) ,Y £50),
1 2(S0),Wtt.(50,12)iri.(1cG),A{irS),K7,£,G,»:J,n,L'ivi,^ ,MTir1£,
1 Sr$d2,12),S^(12,12).L(v0),C(12),IPLlCH,Oi:i,OOl,XCL,YCL,2CL,CX,
1 CY,C2,Q,Sa,YPG,R(50,9),CFl(i:G),S(125,125),A£(126),D(12S),^{12€) 
1 ,CC(12) *ACd2$) ,AJTCUT (12) ,X?(20) ,YP(50),2?(50)
COHNOH /3U1/L0?<500),PLOTS(7C0) ,LCt.4(3) .mx.YNAXDATA AYZ/ 47LCA^UGE PXTU^H NECESSARY TO KESU£ COKPUTAT I CM/
CAUL CKHLD(PLOTS,700)
call mis?
CALL OPTICS (1,0,2,0,0)
IP MACK.Eft.1) GO TO 501
500 CALL CSTRIK5(24*1S, 31*52,18H3AS1C STRUCT WES.)
501 C /a  SCTIINE(I)
ir (OACK.E3.1) CALL SETLIKE(0)
CALL OPTION (1,0,0,0,0)
I f  (OA«.EU.U CALL OPTION(0,0,0,0,0)
I - 1
x m  - x (i)
CO TO 10 
1C I - I 4- 1
10 IF (X(I).LE.XMAX)13,12
12 XJUX - X(l)
15 IP (t.LT.NO)14,15
15 CONTINUE 
I - 1
YrUX - Yd)
CO TO 20
24 I - I ♦ 1
20 ir (YU) .LE.YKAX) 25,22
22 YHAX * Y(I)
23 IF (I.LT.NO)24,25
25 ccrrmroE
DIFXY * fflAX - Y m  
ir (YfLAX.LE.XJtAX) 31,30
31 CALL KAP(0.,XnAX,-DIFXY/2.,DIFXY/2.UMAX,.1,.9, .1..9)
CO TO 52
50 CALL NAP(DIFXY/2.,XMAX-DlFXY/2. ,0. ,YHAX,. 1, .9,. 1, .9)
32 continue
IF (5M.-mX)40,40,41
40 DO 3002 0-1,NO 
NX - X(O) - 24.
NY - YU!) - 24.
CALL XTiUl2K(h’X,HY,J,2Hl2)
3002 CCMTlNX
DO 3300 I - 1,H 
OOl - BCD 
IPLUCN - I ♦ « 
or:I - B (IP lusm ) 
xoo • x(oon
YOO - Y(OOI)
xok • x(or.n
YO£ - Y(OTJ)
CALL L Y M  (XOO,YOO.XOK,YOK)
NX - ((X(OKI) - X(OOI))/2.) ♦ X(OOI) ♦ 24.
NY - £(Y(0£I) - Y(OOI))/2.) + Y(OOl) - 24.
CALL »WNBR(W,NYfI,2Hl2)
3000 CONTINUE 
CO TO 42
41 10 SO 03 > 1  ,HO 
HX « X(O) - 12.
nr • y(o) - 12.
call x :xr^arx,n r,j,PH i2 ) cmivx
DO 5004 1*1,M 
OOI « BID
I PUSH « 1 * N .
o u  • a n  f l u s h)
XOO • X(OOl)
YOO « 1 (00!)
XX - XWKl)
YOK - Y(OKI)
C/LL LY?t£(XOO,YOO,XOK,Y'&)
MX • <(X(JKl) - X(001))/2.) ♦ X(OOI) ♦ 12. 
fit - UY(OKl) - t(vK?I))/2.) * Y(OOl) * 12.
CALL XmmWX,*f,!,2Hl2)
3004 CCNT1WJC
42 DO 503 I«1,M 
001 - Oil) 
irLVSM • I 4- ft 
*&l « SdftUSH)
IF CRL(f'*OJl-5J.CQ.1 .AH). KL (6*001-4).CQ.1 .AJO.RL (6*001) .FQ.O)
1 330,301
301 lr (&(6*OOl-5).EQ.1./KD.^(6*OOI-4).Ca.1.A;3.RL(S*OOl).Ea.1)
1 302,303
300 IT (Y(OOI).LT.Y(v^l))100,110 
1C0 MXd) - X(OOI)
MYd) «* Y(OOI)
MX(2) - MXd) 4- 6.
MY (2) • MYd) - 12.
MX (3) - MX(2) - 12.
MY(3) - MY(2)
MX(4) • MXd)
MY(4) • MY (1)
N • 4
CALL DSHL8(MX,MY,N)
YOOi • MY(2)
CO TO 101
no ir (x(ooi).lt.x(oki)jiii,112
111 fC d ) - X(OOl)
MYd) • Y(OOl)
MX(2) • MXd) - 12.
MY(2) • MYd) - 6.
MX(3) - MX(2)
MY(S) • MY(2) ♦ 12.
MX(4) • MXd)
MY(4) • Mfd)
K • 4
CALL DSHLH(MX,MY,N)
XOOl - MX(2)
CO TO 102
112 MXd) • X(OOl)
MYd) - T(OOI)
MX(2) • MXd) ♦ 12.
Mf(2) • rrf(1) - 6.
MX(3) « MX(2)
MY(3) - MY(2) + 12.
MX(4) « MXd)
MY(4) - MYd)
H - 4
CALL DSHLMMX,MY,M 
XOOl • MX(2)
CO TO 103
159
302 if (t (001).IT.Y(OKI))290,120 
200 YOOl - Y(OOI)
MXd) * X(OOl) - 12,
lit (1) “  YOOl
MX (2) * MX(1) 4- 24.
MY (2) * MY (1)
MX (3) « MXd)
MY (3) ■ MYd) - r.
MX (4) - MXd) ♦ S.
MY (4) • MYd)
MX (5) • MX(4)
MY (5) - HY (3)
MX (6) • MX (4) ♦ 5.
Hr 16) ■ n n v
m i 7) « M IS)
MY(7) - MY (5;
MX(8) • MX(6) 4 5.
MY (8) * MYd)
MX (9) - MX(8)
MY 19) • MY (?)
MXdO) - fiX(8) ♦ 5.
HY (10) • MYd)
H - 10
U U . DSHLH(KX,MY,N)
CO TO 303
120 i r  (X(OOl).LT.X(OKl))201,202 
201 XOOl - X(OOI)
102 MX d  J XOOl
MYd) *> Y(OOI) 4 12.
MX (2) • MXd)
MY (2) » MYd) -24.
MX (3) •> MX(2) - 7.
MY (3) MY (2)
MX(4) MX (2)
MY (4) MY (2) 4 5.
MX (5) • MX (3)
MY (5) » MY (4)
MX (6) • MX(4)
MY (6) MY (4) 4- 5.
MX (7) • MX (5)
MY (7) • MY (6)
MX (8) « MX (6)
MY (8) • MY (7) ^ 5.
MX(9) « MX (7)
MY (9) MY (8)
MX d 0) •- MX(8)
MY (10) «• MY (3) v 5.
M - 10
CALL DSH.N(MX,MY,K)
CO TO 303
202 XOOl - X(OOl)
103 MXd) XOOl
MYd) « Y(OOl) ♦ 12.
MX (2) MXd)
MY (2) MYd) -24.
MX (3) » MX(2) ♦ 7.
MY (3) « MY (2)
MX (4) » MX (2)
MY (4) • MY(2) 4 5.
MX (5) - MX (3)
MY (5) ■ MY (4)
MX (6) ■ MX £4)
MY (6) • MY (4) * 5.
MX (7J « MX (5)
160
MY (?) «* Mt(6)KXC8) " «X(6) 
n r(8) “  H t(?) ♦ 5.
NX (9) - MX (7)
Kt (9) • KY(8)
HX(IO) • KX18) 
ht (IQ) - HY(3) * 5.H «* 10
CALL DSKLN(HX,MY,H)
GO TO 303
303 CONTINUE 
CALL rRJK l 
CALL Cfc&sUXlLN)
IT (v»AC<.ta.1) CO TO 305 
CALL L0AD5P
IF (^hES.CG.1) CO TO 305
CALL lAJKSODO YOU KISH TO St£ THE APPLIED LOADS,PLOTS,1 ,LOL1,3,0, 
10)
IF (•HOT• LCL1) CO TO 304 
CALL CrtTKON(LOP,PLOTS,700)
304 CALL IAMfAtZ,PLOTS,1.DUH,4,0.0)
305 RETURN 
END
161
SUBROUTINE LOADS?
C PLOTS THE LOJOS ON Tf£ STRUCTURE 
P£AL KAGI.KAG.IHT,LENGTH 
IKTECL> COtfiT.SB
COWT.HI (50) (50),HAGI (50),A1 (50) ,NTYPE1 (50) 
CQrcSQN KPftlKT,^ ( 1 8 0 ) ,IYIZMOOJ,£3(100),X(50) ,Y(50) ,Z (S0 ).
I AHL(50,121,01^(252),K£K:.£R
CONKOft /cLK1/LCf><500) ,PLOTS(700) ,L0L4(3) .XNAX.YHAX 
Dir£KSlCN XP7(14),YPT(14)
CALL C?2§LD(L0P,50Q)
CALL UX)1&
CALL GPTlONd ,0.2,0,C)
CALL CSTR»:5(224I6,30*32,23HW©Eft CURRENT LOADINGS.)
CALL SETLINE(O)
CALL CPT1CN(0,0,0,0,Q) 
dipxy - x m  - im
IP (MPXY.LT.0.) CO TO 500
CALL KA?{0.,5fMAXrDIPXY/2.,DIPXY/2.+YHAX,.1,.9,.1,.9)
CO TO 501
500 CALL ^(DIFXY/2.,Xm-DlPXY/2.,0.,YHAX,.1,.9,.1,.9)501 CONTINUEII • COUNT 
DO 2 I - 1,11 
H - M U D
KPLUSN • H t KDCEK 
01 - C3(«)
K\ - E3(KPLUS?t)
NTYPE - NTYPEKI)
J  - O K I)
A ■* A1(I)
NAG - KAGIU)
IP (NAG.EQ.O.) GO TO 2
HYP - SCRT<(X(ICI)-X»0!))"2 + {YHCD-Y(01))**2)
COS1 - IXIKI) - X(OI))/HYP 
S IM  « (Y(KI) * Y(01))/HYP 
IP (SIN1.EQ.0.) CO TO 20 
IP (COSt.EO.O.) GO TO 21 
THET • ATAHtSIKI/CCSl)
IP (SINt.GT.O. .AM). COS1.LT.0.) THET - THET 4- 3.14153
ip (sini.lt.o. . m .  cosi.lt.o.) thet - thet ♦ 3.14159
CO TO 30
20 THET - 0.
CO TO 30
21 Tun “ 1.57079
30 CONTINUE
CO TO (1,101,201,202),NTYPE 
C CONCENTRATED LOAD
1 IP (O.ESl.2) GO TO 11 
CO TO 2
11 XPTM) • XCOI) 4* (COS1 * A)
YPTfl) - Y(OI) 4* (SINI’A)
XPT(2) - XPT(1) 4- (NAG*(60J*SIN1)
YPT(2) - YPT(I) ♦ (MAG*(-60.)*CCS1)
XPT(3) • XPT(1) 4- (13.*COSCTH£T4-l.226))
YPT(3) * YPT(1) f  {18.*SlH(Th£7+1.226)^-fUG/A£S(KAG)))
XPT(4) - XPT(!)
YPT(4) - YPT11)
XPT(5) « XPT (1) 4- (18. •CQS(THET4-1.916))
YPT (5) - YPT (1) 4- (13.*SiN(TK£74-1.916)' (-MAG/A3S(HAG)))
XPT(6) ■* XPT(1)
YPT(6) - YPT(l)
12 N - 6
CALL DSHLN(XPT,YPT,N)
GO TO 2
C KCtfENT
101 XPT< 1) « XW I) * (COSI’A) * (MAG*(S0.)*SIH1)
YPTd) « YW I) 4- (SIN I'A ) + (JUG*(~60 J  *C0S1)
XPT(2) - XPTC1) - (MAG*120.*SIN1)
YPT(2) • YPT(1) ♦ (HAG*12Q.*CQ31)
XPT(5) - XPT(1)
YPT(5) - YPT(I)
XPT(4) - XPTd) 4- (BAG'SO.’COSI)
YPTCd) - YPTCt) * (HAG’ SO.’ SINU
XPT (5) - XPT (2)
YPT(5) « YPT(2)
x p t (S i • x p t (2) - mAG’ so .'cosn
YPT(G) « YPT(2) - (rua#30.fSlN1}
XPT(7) • X?T(4) 4“ d8.*SlN(Tl£T+l.226))*(-MAG/ASS(MAG) J 
YPT(7) - YPT(4) - (18.#C0S(T)XTM.22S))
XPT (3) • XPT(4)
YPT(8) - YPT(4)
XPT(0) - XPT(4) ♦ d8.*SIN(ThrM.916)}*(-KAG/A8S(MAG)) 
YPT(9) • YPT(4) - (18.*CCS(TK£T+1.916))
XPT(10) « XPT(8)
YPT(10) - YPT(8)
XPT ( ID *  XPT (6) - (18.*C0SmCT+2.797))*(RAG//3S(«AG)) 
YPT(11)- YPT(6) - d3."SlN(7h£7+2.?9?J)
XPT(12) - XPT(6)
YPT(12) * YPT(6)
XPT(15)- XPT(6) - (18.*CQS(TH£T+3.C37)) * (MAG/ABStHAG) ) 
YPT(13)- YPT(6) - (18.*SlM(Tf£Tf3.487))
XPT(14) - XPT(6)
YPT(14) - YPT(6)
H • 14
CALL tSHit(XPT,YPT,N)
CO TO 2
C UK1FORM LOAD 
201 INT - 0.
LENGTH - S£XT( (X(v'I)-X(KI))**2 ♦ (Y (JI)-•YK1))**2)
DO 202 vXJ - 1,9 #
XPT (1) - X ( J I )  v (COSriHT)
YPT(i) - YCslI) v (S1M1 * INT)
XPT(2) - XPT(1) ♦ (MAG*(SO.) *S1H1)
YPT(2) - YPTd) ♦ (MAG* (-60.) *COS1)
XPT(3) - XPT(I) 4- C18.#C0S(THET4-1.226))
YPT(3) - YPT(1) ♦ (18.#SIH(THETM.226)* (-«AG/ABS(«AG)))
XPT(4) - XPT{1)
YPT(4) • YPTd)
XPT(5) - XPT(1) ♦ (18.fCCS(TKFM.91S))
YPT(5) - YPTd) ♦ d8.*SlN(THTrvl.9I6)*i(~HAG/ABS(KAG)))
XPT(6) - XPTd)
YPT(6) - YPTd)
13 N - e
CALL DSHIN(XPT,YPT,N)
I NT - INT ♦ LOlGTH/8.
202 CONTINUE
XPT(1) - X(vll) ♦ (KAG*{60.)*SIN1) 
YPT(1) - Y(v'l) v (MAG*(-60.)*COS1) 
XPT(2) - X(KI) (MAG*(60.)*SIM1) 
YPT(2) - Y(Kl) ♦ (MAG*(-60.)*CCS1) 
N - 2
C*LL DSHLN(XPT,YPT,N)
C UNIFCkJ IY  VARYING LCAO NOT PROGRAMS
2 CONTitfJE 
CALL FRA?£
CILL CKNHLD(L£N)mm
DO
SUBROUTINE LOAD
DlKDISIC/t DAT1 (3) ,DAT2(1),LQL3(3) ,1012(3) ,KAT2<4) ,KPT2(4) ,D'JH2(7) 
DIMENSION ATZ(5),LCADS(1000),IN1 (500) ,KPT (3) ,1.1 (12) ,L2(9) ,L3(7}
CO K m  M X2/ C0UiT,N1 (50) ,01 (S0>,mci {50),Af <53).fiTYP£1 (50)
CONHON NPRINT#vW£(18OMYiZ(10O),E8<1QO),X(5CM(5Q),Z(5O),
1 /.kU53,12)
CCKXX /$t£1/LCP(5Q0) ,PL07S{700) ,LCL4 (3) ,X?UX, 1 m
DATA m j 47LCA.RR1AGE RETURN NECESSARY 70 RESUME COMPUTATION/
INTEGER CCi'iT '
REAL HAG,KAG1,NAG2 
LOGICAL L0L3,LCL2 
ECUIY/LDiCE (KAT2(3) ,KAG2)
EQUIVALENCE (DAT 1 (1) ,NTYP£J 
EQUIVALENCE (DATI (3J ,0)
CALL 023.0(LOADS, 1 COO)
CALL IKDIS?
CALL CPTlONd ,0,0,0,0)
L0L2 - .r.
KPT2(1) - 2 
KP72(2) - 2 
KP72(3) - 1 
KP72(4) - 2 
KP7(1) - 2 
KP7 (2) - 1 
KP7(3) « 2
CALL CS7RIRG (120,10 0 0,32HLQIDS APPLIED 70 7K£ STRUCTURE*.)
CALL CSTRIHG(120,204,61 )£.0AD TYPE - 1 FOR CONCENTRATED, 2 FCR MOKE
i n t, 3 fo r v;jiro;j;;j
CALL CSTR I KG (120,1 S3,37HL0AD - NAGNITUDE IN KIPS A:D INCHES*.)
CALL CSTR1NG(120,172,2?H)IF£CTION - 1 X, 2 T, 3 Zt.)
PRINT 405
405 FORMAT(///,* LOADS APPLIED TO T»£ STRUCTURE*,//) 
nr - 9?s
CALL FRAME 
CALL CftuHLD (LOUT)
i n  • count
DO 3000 1-1,n I 
CALL CKHLD(IN1,500J 
NTYPE - KTTPEK1)
J - Jill)
50 GO TO (1,101,201,301),NTTPE 
C CONCENTRATED LO.O ErTKlEN 0 AM) K
1 GO TO (10,0,3),0
10 EiKC'DE (113,2,LI) HAG1 (I) ,N1 (I) ,A1 (I)
2 FCRHAT(23H COVENTRATED LOJD Cf ,F7.3,1SH KIPS OH HDZER, 14,
117H A DISTANCE Cf ,F6.2,42H INCHES FRON THE J-D(D IN THE X-DIRE 
2CTI0N)
CALL KRT280(56,MY,L1,115,0,0)
PRINT 2,HAG1(I),N1(I),A1(l)
GO TO 2999
9 ENCODE (115,3,LI) KAG1(I),M1(I),A1 (I)
3 FORMAT(23H CONCENTRATED LOAD OF ,F7.3,16H KIPS ON K£>3£R,I4,
117H A DISTANCE OF ,F6.2,42H INCHES FROM 7H£ O-EKD IN THE Y-DIRE 
2C7I0N)
CALL kR7280(56,KY,LI,115,0,0)
PRIN7 3,KAG1(I),N t ( I ),A)(1)
GO 70 2909
8 ENCODE (115,4,L1) MAGI(I),H1( I ) ,A1( I)
4 F0£1AT(23H CONCENTRATED LOAD CF ,F7.3,ieH KIPS ON MEMBER,14,
117H A DISTANCE OF ,F6.2,42H INCHES FROM THE O-END IN THE Z-DIRE 
2CTI0N)
CALL KRT280(56,NY,LI,115,0,0)
PRINT 4,MAGt(I),N1(I),A1(I)
GO TO 2999
164
c m tm  itVtUH  j  m  k 
tOt CO TO (113,112,111),U
113 £NCQD£ (89,102,12) «AG1 (!),M (!),A1 (I)
102 FORMAT (Uti X-KC?t£NT Of ,f7.3,18H KIP-lN ON KDtStft,K,15H A D 1ST 
1AKC£ Of,f8.2,25H IKCKCS fROfl THE 0-£M»
C W X  kftT2£*3(56,HY,L2,89,0,0)
P&IHT 1C2.KAG1 (1),M1 (!),A1 (I)
CO TO 2093
112 £KCCD£ (£3,105,L2) HAG1 (!)tH1 (!),A1 U)
103 FCRrtAT(14H Y-rtCMDiT Cf , n . 3,1811 KiP-lN OH K£>^£R,U,15H A DIST 
m CE Cf,f8.2,2^M V fJIS  fROM TK£ 0-DO)
CALL V&T290(56,HY, 12,63,0,0)
PRINT 1Q3t*UC1(!),N1(l),A1(l)
CO TO zo:o
111 D*CC0£ (E3tm , L 2 )  KAG1(!),Nt(!),A1(I)
104 rcrjuT(K« z-ncncff or ,r7.3,i8H kip-in on nd£e*,u,i5h a dist
tAKCE Cf ,rS.2,2SH INCHES FROM THE J~EW)
CALL VAT2S0{C$,rtY,L2,e9,0,0)
PfUNT 104.KAG1 (!) ,K1 (!) ,A1 (I)
CO TO 2339 
C UNlfC&t LOAD
201 CO TO (237,208,205),O 
207 £NCCDC (53,202,L3)
202 rC^JtAT (5CH CtfCfKANNOT ACCEPT UilTORM X-LOAD, LOAD NOT USED)
CALL Wn2S0(56,KY,L3,50,0,0)
PRINT 202 
CO TO 2909 
206 ENCODE (£5,203,1.3) KAG1 (I) ,KUl)
203 rC&UT (17H WUfCfcfl LOAD Cf ,f7.3,33H KIPS/IN IN THE Y-DIRICTION 1CH KIF3ZR,U)
CALL KRT230 (56,NY,13,66,0,0) 
rRIHT 2C3.HAG1(!),N1(I)
CO TO 2999 
205 ENCODE (€6,204,L3) KA51 (!) #HK!)
204 fORTAT (1 ?H I’NlfOP.I LOAD Cf ,f7.3,33H KIPS/IN IN TH£ Z-DiPXCTlCN 
ION M ^ C R , K )
CALL k£T2S0 (56#HY,L3,C-S,0,0)
PRINT 204,KAG1(I),N1 (I)
CO TO 2$!>9 
C UNlfOr^Y YA3YIHS LOAD NOT PRCCPJ^ED
301 GO TO 2299 
2909 NY - NY - 16
c a l l  r p j r i  
CALL OIJiHUXLEN)
CALL CNTSXKUM.LOADS.IOOO)
C A a  1A*(20LIS THIS LOAD CQRF£CT, LOADS, 1 ,LCL3,3,0,0)
If  (.NOT. LC4.3) GO TO 3001
3000 CChTINlC 
CO TO 501
3001 C A a  I Ail U9LEN7ER THE CCPAECT LOAD TYPE, LOAD, A?© DIRECTION,
1LOADS,3,DAT1,KPT,0,0)
If  (.K0T.L0L2) GO TO 3506
3005 CALL lAjt{55L£iiTfR THE KDZIR NVM£R, LOAD TYPE, LOAD, AND DiPlCTIO 
IN, LOADS, 4,rAT2,r?T2,0,0)
I • I ♦ 1 
N1 (I) “ KAT2M)
NTYP£ - KAT2J2)
O - KAT2£4)
KAGKI) - MAC-2 
CO TO 3507
3506 CALL CNHLDUN1 ,500)
NA51(I) - DAT1(2)
GO TO 350a
3507 CALL CffHLDUNI ,500}
3509 ir (H7YfE.ro.S) CO TO 401
C/LL im SSUD iltk 7'£ DIS7ANCE Ffc0» 7i£ J - D O ,LOADS, 1 .DAT2.1.0,0 
At (1} » DAT2(1)
CO 70 500 
COt AHl) » 0.
500 IF (.K0T.LQL2) CO 70 504 
GO 70 503
504 COUNT - COOT - t
505 DUttf « 1.
j k d  - j
NTYPE1(1) - MTYPE 
Hit • HKl)
IF (.KQ7.LGL2) CO 70 3003 
DUHNY - 0.
GO 70 3004
3003 An.(Ml 1,2) - 0.
AML(Nil,8) • 0.
AM.(«11,6) - 0.
AHL(Nt1,12) - 0.
3004 CALL KH.OA(H1(l),J1(l),KAG1CI),A1(l),N7YPE1(l),DU«MY)
CO 70 50
501 CONTIHUE
CALL IAH128LD0 YOU WISH TO ADD ANY LOADS,LOADS,1,L0L2,3,0,0)
IF (.KQ7.LOL2) GO 70 3002 
CO 70 3005
3002 WONES « 1 
«JACK « 0
CALL PL07(OOn£S,OACK)
CALL 1AN(43LD0 YOU WISH 70 SEE 7f£ STRUCTURE WITH LOADS,LOADS,
11,L0L3,3,0,0)
IF (.H0T.L0L3) CO TO 407 
CALL CNTKOH(LOP,PLOTS,700)
CALL !AMAYZ,PLOTS,1,DU?t2,4,0,Q)
GO TO 403
407 CALL IAH(AYZ,LOADS,1,DUN2,4,0,0)
408 RETURN 
D O
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SUBROUTINE STPOAT 
C PRODUCES OOI NT COORD ! NATES,NETCER INCIDENCES AM) PROPERTIES
DIHEKSION AYZi5) ,KPT(4) ,STRD(5QO),LOL(3),All1 (4) ,DUN(7) /IN(100} 
DIKDSICN OOINC1 (4) ,N1NC1 (3)
REAL L,IY,IZ,IX,NT1KE,LLL,IN 
INTEGER 8,A.A,RL,CRL,C,Bl,BO,CC
CO^ON /8LK2/ COUNT,H1 (50) ,01 (50) ,KAC1 (50) ,A1 (50),NTYPEI (50)
CQtttON OUNK1 (81),AX(50),IX(50),IY(50),IZ(50),B(100),X(50),Y(50),
1 Z(50)iAMt(50,12),fiL(126) ,A(12S) ,NT,E,G,N0,N,m0,hR,HTI?£,
1 Sra>(12,12)l$rJUt2,12),l(50),C(12),lf^USf1,O*:i,OOl,Xa,YCLlZCL,CX,
1 CY,CZ,Q,Sa,Y?G,R(50,9),CRL(12S),S<126,126),/X(12S),D(t2S),AR{126] 
1 ,CC(12) ,ACM2S) ,A>!0UT(12) ,X?(50) ,YP(50) ,2P(50)
LOGICAL LOL
DATA AYZ/ 47LCARRW3E RETURN KECESSARY TO RESUME COMPUTATION/
CALL CmiD(STRD,500)
ou . im s?
CALL OPTION (1,0,0,0,0)
CALL CSTRlK5C56,1Q07,1$iWOIN7 COORDINATES*.)
CALL C STRIK5 (15, *33,37B001HT X(IN) Y(IN) ZdNJS.)
CALL CS1RIW(533,1007,3L::'£}1TlR INCIDENCES m  PROPERTIES*.)
CALL CSTRINS(544,^,e^D'SER O K AREA IX IY
1 IZ LENGTH*.)
DO 3000 I - 1,KO
rrr • ss? - (ig*d
ENCODE (5S,S,*rtINC1) I,X(1),Y(I),Z(I)
6 FORNAT (l2 ,4X ,no .2 ,no .2 ,no .2 )
C/LL KRT280(24,MY,OOINC1,56,0,0)
3000 CONTINIC 
NY • 3S7 
DO 20 0*1,4 
KPT(O) « 1 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL PkLKZ 
CALL CKNHLD(LOUT)
DO 5001 I - 1,N 
CALL CKHLD(IN,100)
OOI - B(l)
IPLUSM • I ♦ N 
OKI - B(iPtUSN)
NY « NY - 16
10 ENCODE (77,5,MINCI) I,001,OKI,AX(I),IX(I),IY£I),I Z d ),L(I)
5 FORMAT (I2,3X,I2,X,I2,ri3.2,Fl0.2,2F11.2,F10.2,n2.2)
CALL KRT280 (560,NY,NINC1,77,0,0)
CALL FRAME 
CALL CKNHLD(lLN)
CALL CHTKCMdN,STRD,5Q0)
CALL IAN(33LAP£ THE KET££R PROPERTIES CORRECT,STRD.1,LOL,5,0,0)
IF (.NOT. LOL) GO TO 5002
5001 CONTINUE 
CO TO 5305
5002 CALL IAN(32LENTER THE CORRECT AX, IX, IY, IZ,STM),4,All I,KPT,0,0) 
CALL OtMDdN.IQO)
AXd) - A H  I (1)
IXd) • A111 (2)
IY (I) - A111 (3)
IZ(l) - All!(4)
NY - MY - t6 
CO TO 10 
5005 CONTINUE
5003 CALL IAN(AYZ,STRD,1,DUN,4,0,0)
CALL IAN(9LEXECUTION,STRD,0,DUN,4,0,0J
RETURN
END
sisacuTiNE srirrd)
INTEGER b ,C 
RS'l L,!Y,12,!X
CCSSON /ZIK2J COUNT,HI (50),J! (50),KAG1 (50) ,A1 (50) ,HTYPE1 (50)
CQHHGK (81) ,AX(50), IX(50). ITC50), 12(50) ,6(100) ,JU:£2dQ02) ,H,
1 E,G,«JUn£S(5),Tit(12,12) ,S?1R(12,12) ,L(50) ,C (12), Ir'LUSH,SCM1A,SCNlB,
2 SCH2T,SCH3Y,SC«4T,SCH22,SCH3Z,SCH42,11 ,<,0,R(50,9)
DIHOtSlOM SNZER0044)
ECU I VALDiCC (SH (1,1), SI!2£R0 (1))
DO 10 11*1,144
10 SKZCROdll-O 
inUSM « I 4- K 
DO 4001 11 - 1 , 6
cdi) “ c’a t n ^ n
4001 C(m$)«6*&(IftVSH)-6Mi 
C— TO A££ C (1) TO CCS), AKD K1 TO K6 ARE C(7) TO C (12)
SCH1A*£#AX(I)/Ul) $ SCH1B*G*lXdl/Ld) £ SCN2Y*4.0*E*IY(1)/Ki) 
SCH3Y*1.5*SCH2Y/L(l) S SCH4Y-2.0*SCH3Y/Ld)
SCH22*4.0VI2(1)/L(1) * SCM3Z*! .5*SCM2Z/L (1) $SCK4Z*2.0*SCM3Z/L (11 
SH(1,1)«SH(7,7)*SCH1„
SM(1,7) — SCH1A 
SH(2,2)"SH(8,8)*SCM4Z 
SH(2,8) -SCH4Z 
SH(2,6)-SN(2,12>-SCtoZ 
SH (6,8) *SH (3,12)-SCM3Z 
SM<3,3)«SN(9f9)*SCH4Y 
SH(3,9) -SCH4Y 
SH (3,5) "Ssl (3,11) *~$C?t3Y 
SH(4,4)*SH{10,10)*SCH18 
SH(4,10J— SCM1B 
SH(5,5)-SM(11,11)-SCH2Y 
SH(5,11J- SCH2Y/2.0 
SH(5,9)*SH(9,11)“SCK3Y 
SH(6,6)-SH(12,12)«SCM2Z 
SH(6,12)* SCK2Z/2.0 
C SINCE KEhtER ST I f’H ISS MATRIX IS SY?£7RIC 
DO 300 *>1,12 
DO 300 0-K.12
300 SHW.KJ-SHtt.J)
D0500K*1,4
D05000-1.12
SftiMJ,3*K“2)*SH(J,3*K-2) *R(I,1)*SM(J,3*K-1) *R(i ,4) +SH{J,3*K) * 
1R(l,7)
Sm{J,3 ,^ 1)-SH{v!,3Y-2),R{I,2)^(J,3,^1)*R(I,5KSM{J,3*<)*
1R (1,8 J
500 S ^ ( J l3Vj«SttWl3*r>-2),R(l,3)fS?1(.J,3*K-t),R(i,6)Oi:o,3*K},R{I,9} 
RETURN 
END
SUSROUT1 HZ lNY(A,H,MfLA5)
COMJON /BLK2/ CQUiT,N1 (50) ,01 (50),MAGI (50) ,A1 (50) .NTYPE1 {50; 
COHHOM tPRlHJ 
D l^ iS 'C H  A(12^,126)
KFLAG-Q
K'O
irtKPRIM .KE.DCO TO 9938 
FRIHT S
5 FORMAT(17H1STIFfliESS MATRIX,/)
5 DO 1 M , N
1 PRIM? 2,<A(1,0),0"1,N)
2 FO&MAT (£E22.1C)
CO TO 9999
9923 PRINT 40,H.N
^1AT(//,I5,# X\I4,* INVERSE IS EEiNG COMPUTED*//)&3S3 irtK.EQ.svDiP.rrcaN 
DO 1000 *>1,M 
ir(ACK,K).NE.0.0)GQ TO GO 
NTLA>1 
DO 5000 0-1 ,N 
5000 A(K,J)«0.0 
CO TO 50 
€0 DO 2000 %M , N
2 0 0 0 i r U . t i £ ' K ) A l K , J ) ~ A t K , J ) / A l K , K )A(K,K)«1.0/A(K,r)
50 DO 1000 1-1,N
ird.w.rjco tqioqo
DO 3000 J-1,H 
3000 irw.K£.KJA(I,J)*A(I,J)-A(I,»:)*A(»:,0)
A(I,*:)—  A(I,K)*A{K,K)
1000 CONTIKUC
ir(NPRINT.EQ.Q)RCTURN 
PRINT 6
6 FORMAT(28H0INVERSE OF STIFFNESS MATRIX./)K-&33
CO TO 3
end
Sl££0U7IK£ KvH (1)
D l^ iS ICH  AIO(IO),010(10)
INTEGER B^ .fltCSL.C .S l.B- J.CC
REAL L .It.IZ ,IX .N T IJC .LLL
co rso  m x2/ caar.ru  <so) r n m , r m  <5*, , A, tsa) .ktypei csoj
CGHHOM v^,j:i (81),AX(50), IX (50), ITiDO) # 12(50) ,BUO0) ,X(5Q) ,Y(50),
1 2(50)tA^(£o,i2).ftL(iESj,A(iES),rTT,E,c,Ko,nlraj,fm,KTim:.
1 S^(12,12)tS^(12,12),L(50),C(12J,lflU^1,OKI,vW|,Xa,Ya,Za,CX.
1 CY,C2,ttl S«il YPC,R(50,9)^Cfl(t2S),S(126,126),l£(126),D{126J,AR(126l 
1 ,CC<12), AC<t26) ,A?fCyT<12) .XP (50), YP(50),2P (50)
CALL OPTION (1,0,0,0,0} 
i r  (I.E9.1 ) CO TO 10 
CO TO 20
10 CALL CS7RIKS(320,1000,2C.*ftQ££R END ACTIOKSS.)
CALL CSTR|HC(232,97G,e:^XI/l SMEAR SHEAR TORSION 
1 BEHDING K l & U S t .)
CALL CSTRINS(224,SS0,C-CMX-FORCE Y-FORCE 2*FORCE X-HOKEN 
it Y*RonD47 z - m n . i
20 HY • 975 - (32*1)
ENCOOC (93,1,AIM I , B ( l )  ,AKOUT(1) ,AttOUT (2J ,AHOVT(3) ,AHOUT (4),
1 AWJT (5) ,AlfQUT (6)
1 FCfJUT t$f*f£KBER,13,9H AT JOINT,i3,€F12.2)
C*LL URT280 (24,Iff,A1Q,93,0,0)
HY • 953 - (32’ I)
CMC ODE (23,1, DIO) I ,B ( IP L l» a i ) ,^ ijT(7},AH0UT(8},AM0UT(9)i
1 AMQUT (10), AHOUT (11), AH9UT (12)
CALL V&T23Q (24,HY,010,93,0,0)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SiDlAG
c plots Am m im  d iagrahs
CQtitiQH /clK2/ COUNT,M (50) ,01 (50) ,HA51 (50),A1 (£0) ,NTYPE1 (50)
CO;:m  JWK1(8n,AX(50),!X{59),!Y(50),lZ<50),B(100),X(50),Y(50),
1 2(50),AHL(50,12),K.(l26),A{l2S),KT,E,G,Hs),«,M^,m,NTI?lE, 
t SH>(!2l12),S«R(«2t!2),L(5QJlC(l2),IPLUS2<,OKl,^J!#X a tY a t2a,CXl 
1 CY,CZ,Q,S&,YPS.R150,9) ,CRLn2S),S(12S,126) ,A£d26) ,0(126)^(1261 
1 ,CC(12) ,AC(12S) ,Af2WTd2) ,XP C50)»YP (50) ,ZP(50)
COTON /£LK1/LCP(500) ,rLOTS(700) ,LCL4(3) .XittX.YHAX 
COm n  /TU3/ AKOU71 (50,4) ,L20 (3)
DlKENSICN •XPTd4),YPT(U),Sl(5),K2(5),AYZ(5),SJ1{510),DVM7)
DATA AYZ/ C7LCARRIAGE RETURN KECESSARY TO RESIDE COKPUTATIOH/
PXAL K0?l,KCnR,K0KHAX,L,HAXS>£,KA51 .MiDfiQN 
INTEGER COUNT 
LOGICAL L20
do sooo i * i,n
CALL C«5U)(S?!,510)
CALL UOIS? I
SHEARL • AKOUT1(1,1)
SHEARR • JLIOUTI (1,3)
KOHL • A?fO*JT 1 (1,2) 
ftQ^ R • AHOUT1 
DO 1 111 - 1,C0UKT 
1 r (Mt d l l )  .EQ.I) GO TO 93
1 CONTINUE 
CO TO 2
S3 IE (KAG1(III).EQ.0.0) CO TO 2 
CO TO 100
C KEMPER HOT LOATH)
C DRAW SMEAR DIAGRAN
2 CALL OPTlOfld,0,1,0,0)
KAXSJC - A£S (SKEAPL)
ir (A$S(SHEA3L) ,LT*/BS(Si£ARR)) KAXSJtE - ASS(SKEARR) 
ir (KAXSHE.EQ.O.) HAXSf£ - 10.
CALL KA?C(0.,L(1),-NAXSNE,KAXSHE,.1,.9,.55,.$j 
CALL SETllKEd)
XPTd) - 0.
YPTd) • 0.
XPT(2) • L ( I )
YPT(2) • 0.
XPT(3) • L ( I )
YPT(3) - -SHEASR 
XPT (4) - 0.
YPT (4) • SKEARL 
XPT(5) « 0.
YPT(5) • 0.
H • 5
CALL LIKES(XPT,YPT,N) 
ir (MTYrEI(!).CQ.2) CO TO 202 
C DRAW ffOMEKT DIAGRAM 
HOKMAX • ASS(«CKL)
IF (ABS(KOKL) .LT.ABS(MOKR)) KCWtAX - ABS(KOKR)
1 r  (KC«HAX.EO.O.) KChvUX - 10.
CALL KAPC(0.,L(1) ,-HOfiJ1AX,KQtfNAX,. 1, .9, .1, .45)
CALL SETLlKEd)
XPTd) • 0.
YPTd) • 0.
XPT(2) • i d )
YPT(2) » 0.
XPT(3) • Ld )
YPT(3) ■ KCttR
XPT(4) «* 0.
YPT(4) « -KCKL
XPT(5) - 0.
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YPT(5) « 0.
K « 5
U U . Ll?CS(XPT,YPT,N)
9 ENCODE <2S,10,SD I
10 F0 fcW (7 «a S tft  ,12,17.4 -  SHEAR DIAGRAM)
CALL KRT230 (304,260,51,28,2,0)
EKCODE (27,11,M2) I
11 FORMAT (iS^D '^R ,12,18H — KCfCNT DIAGRAM)
C/U. RRT280C304,480,H2,27,2,0)
CO TC 3000100 mi « m ♦ i
DO 20 J-1 M l, COUNT 
IF CHI (J).EO .D  GO TO 21
20 CONTINUE 
CO TO 50
21 HVTtLOD - 2 
vi?LUS1 « J  H
DO 22 S-OPLUSI,COUNT 
IF (HKK).EQ.D GO TO 23
22 CONTINUE 
CO TO 24
23 NUMLOO - 3
24 ENCODE(56,30,DUN) NJMLOD
30 FORMAT(12,54H LO/DS ON KEK3ER - S£Aft AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS NOT DRAWm
CAa URT280(64,750,DUM,56,2,0)
CO TO 3000 
50 NTYPE - NTYPEKMD
CO TO (101,201,301,401),NTYPE 
C CONCENTRATED LOAD 
• C DRAH SHEAR DIAGRAM
101 HAXSHE « WS(SHEARL)
IF (ABSCSHEARU.LT.ABSCSHEARR)) KAXS>£ - A3SCSKEARR)
IF CHAXSHE.EQ.O.) HAXDC - 10.
C /a  KAW(0.,L(I)rKAXSHE,HAXSHE,.1,.9,.55,.9)
CALL SETLlNEd)
XPT(!) - LCD 
YPT(1) - 0.
XPTC2) • 0.
YPT(2) - 0.
XPT(3) - 0.
YPT(3) - SHEASL 
XPT(4) - A K IM )
YPT(4) - SHEJLZL'
XPTC5) • A K I I I )
YPT(5) - SKEARL * MAGK111)
XPT(6) « LCD 
YPT(6) - YPT(5)
XPT(7) - XPT(I)
YPT(7) « YPT (1)
N - 7
C/LL LIKESCXPT,YPT,N)
C DRAji MOMENT DIAGRAM 
MOMMAX - ABS(MCML).
IF CABSCHCMU.LT./SSCMOHR)) MCtfMAX - A8SCM0MR)
MIDMOM -tSHEARL’ A K M D ) - MO ML 
IF (MOMMAX.LT.ABS(MIDMOM)) MOMMAX - ABS(MIDMOM)
IF (ttCMMAX.E3.0J MOMMAX - 10.
CALL MAPC CO.,LCD,-MOMMAX,MOMMAX,.1 ,.9 ,.1 ,.45 )
CALL SETLlNECI)
XPTC1) - LCD 
YPT CD - 0.
XPT(2) - 0.
YPTC2) - 0.
t
XPT(3) « 0.
YPT (3) « -HCKL 
XPT(4) • A1 (III)
TPT(4) «* (SHEARL’AI (III)J - HO?L 
XPT(5) » L(I)
TPT(5) - MOHR 
XPT(6) » XPT(t)
TPT(G) ■ TPT(1) - 
H » C
CALL LIKES(X?T,YPT,N) .
CO TO 9 
C HOrXNT
C DRAM SHEAR DIAGRAM
201 CO TO 2
C DRAH HOKENT DIAGRAM
202 nomx • tBsitm.)
ir  (ABS(KOHL) .LT.ABS(KOHR)) HOHHAX - ABS(KvHR) 
WIDKOH - -HCHL - (AI(11I)*SHEARL) - MAGI(111)
If (HOHMAX.LT.ABS(HIDHCM)) KOMHAX - ABS(HIDKOH)
ir (Howttx.EQ.oj hommax - to.
CALL HAPC (0.,L (I) .-MOKMAX.KOHHAX,. 1, .9, J  , .45)
CALL SETLlKEd)
XPT(1) « L (I)
YPTC1J » 0.
XPT(2) * 0.
TPT(2) - 0.
XPT(3) - 0.
TPT(3) - -HOHL 
XPT(4J - A1 (III)
TPT(4) « -HCML * (A1(IIIJ*SHEARL)
XPT(5) • A1(111)
TPT(5) - TPT(C) - HAG 1(111)
XPT(6) ■ LCD 
TPT (6) - HOHR 
XPT(7) - XPT(1)
TPT(7) - TPT (1)
H - 7
CALL UHES(XPT,YPT,N)
CO TO 9 
C UNIFORM LOAD 
C DRAW SHEAR DIAGRAM
301 HAXSHE - ABS(SKEARL)
IF (ABS(SKEARL).LT.A3S(SHEARR)) HAXSHE - ASS(SHIARR) 
IF (HAXShE.ES.Q.) HAXS>£ - 10.
CALL KAPG(0.,L(I),-HAXSHE,HAXSHE,J,.9,.55,.9)
CALL SETLlfiEd)
XPT(1) - LCD 
TPT(1) - 0.
XPT (2) - 0.
TPT(2) - 0.
XPT(3) - 0.
TPT (3) - SKEARL 
XPT(4) - LCD 
TPT(4) - -SHEARR 
XPT(5) - X?T(1)
TPT(5) - TPT(1)
M •* 5
CALL LIKES(XPT,YPT,N)
C DRAW HOKEMT DIAGRAM 
HOHMAX • A3S(KQML)
IF (ABS(HOHD.LT.ABS(HCHR)J HCHHAX - ABS(HOHR)
HIDHOH - (.125*HAG1i111)*L(1)**2) - (.5*(HOML+HQHR)) 
1 + ((H0HL-H0HR)*#2/(.5*HA51(IlI]*L(Ii*’2))
IF (HOHHAX.LT.ABS(HIDHCHJ) HCHHAX - ABS(HIDHOH)
if uwmAx.ta.o.) hokhax - 10.
CALL HAPC(0,l L ( l ) l-MQKHAXln C ?m ,.1 ( .9,.1,.45)
CALL S£TL!K£(1)
XPT(l) • LCD 
YPTd) - 0.
XPTC2) - 0.
YPT(2) » 0.
XPT(3) - 0.
YPT(3) » -KOHL '
X P M ) - .1*1(1)
TPT(4) -ttCML + (MAGI (I! i)* L C l 
XPT(5) « .2*1(1)
YPT(5) -MOKL ♦ ttttG 1 (IIi)* lU  
XPT(6) • .3*L ( I )
YPT IS) - M C M  + (KACt (III) VLC1 
XPT(7) - .4*1(1)
YPT(7) -fiOSL 4- «UC1(II1J*L(1 
XPT(S) • .5*L(l)
YPT(9) «-KONL ♦ CNAG1(Iin*L(I 
XPT(D) - .6*L(1)
YPT(9) -HO«L 4- <MAG1(HI)*L(
XPT (10)— .7*L(l)
YPT(10)-K0?l 4- (MAGI ( I I I ) * L (
XPT(11)«* ,8*L(H 
YPT (11)**-MCi1L 4- (MAGI ( I I I )  *L(
XPT(12)“  .9*1(1)
YPT(12)~MOML 4- (MAGI ( I I I ) * L (
XPT(13) - L (1)
YPT (13) - HOftR 
XPT (14) - XPT (1)
YPTH4) - YPT (!)
N * 14
CALL Ltt£S(X?T,YPT,H)
GO TO 9
401 GO TO 93 
90 OvCQO£ (13,102,S1)
102 FORMAT (1EH?tQT PROGRAM?© YET)
CALL ViRT290(3C4,512,S1,18,2,0)
3000 CALL FRAME
CALL CK?WLD(LD«
C/LL lAM(AYZ,SJ1,1,DUtt,4,0,0)
9000 CONTINUE
CALL 1AM(42LD0 YOU WISH TO SEE THE DEFLECTED ST*UCTURE,SM,1 ,L20, 
9000 CONTINUE
CALL IAMC42LD0 YOU WISH TO SEE THE DEFLECTED STRUCTURE,SM,1,L20,
1 3,0,0)
RETURN
END
I )* .1 * L ( I )* .Q 5 ) 4- (S}£APL.*L(l) *.1) 
I ) * .2 *l ( 1)*.10) + (SHEARL*L(l)*.2 ) 
I)* .3 * L ( I )* .1 5 )  4- (SK£ARL*L(I)*.3 ) 
1 )* .4 *L (I)* .2 0 ) 4- (SH£ARL*L(l)*.4) 
I ) * . 5 * L ( I ) *.25) ♦ (^ £ A R L*L (I)* .5 ) 
I ) * . 6 * L ( I ) *.30) 4 (SHEARLfL ( l ) \ 6 )  
( I )  * .7 * L ( I)  *.35) 4- (SH£ARL*L(I)*.7) 
( I ) * .8 * L ( I ) * .4 0 ) , 4- CSHEAftL*L(I)\8) 
( I ) * . 9 * L ( I ) *.45) 4- (SHEARL*L(I)*.9 )
C0MJ10H /DLK2J COUNT,HI C50j,01(50) ,KAC1 (50) ,A1 (50) .NTYPE1 (50) 
COHHON OUfiKI (81),AX(50),IX(50),IY(50),12(50),6(100),X(50),Y(50),
1 Z(50)fA^(50,12),fl(12S),A{126),HT,E,G,Nsl,Hff^v>,NR,H7lH£t
1 CY,CZ,Q,SQ,YF*t»,R(50,9) ,CRL(12S) ,S(126,12$) ,A£(126) ,D (126) ,AR{!26] 
1 ,CC<12) ,AC (126) ,UtOUT(12) ,XP(50) ,Yr'(50) ,2^(50)
CCHHOH /£U1/LCP(500>,PLOTS{700),LOL4(3),XHAX.YHAX 
DlHDiSION DUH(7),AYZ(5),DET(700),KXl4),HY(4)
47LCARRUGE FETU2N KECESSARY TO P£SIT£ COMPUTATION/
INTEGER [>
REAL HX.MY.L 
LOGICAL L0L4 
SCALE - 100.
201 OACK - 1
CALL PLOT(JONES,JACK)
CALL Cf^D(DEf ,700)
CALL IfOISP
CALL CPTlCNd ,0.2,0,0)
504 CALL CSTRir,(22*16,31*52,21H0EFLECTB STRUCTURE*.]
CALL S1TLIK£(1)
DIFXY • XJ1AX - YHAX 
IF (MFXf.LT.0.) CO TO 500
CALL HAP(0.,XHAX,-DIFXY/2.,DIFXT/2.+YKAX,. 1,.9.. 1 9)
60 TO 501
500 CALL HAP(DirXY/2..XHAX-DIFXY/2.,0 .,YMAX,.1 ,.9 ,.1 , 9)
501 CONTI M E
DKODE (29,002,DUH) SCALE
502 F Q m r  (23HHAC.K1FICATION FACTOR - ,F6.0)
CALL KRT230 (17*16,30*32,DW1,29,2,0)
DO 3000 I * 1,H 
001 - B(1)
IPLUSH • I ♦ H 
OKI “ BdPLUSH)
OE - OOl * 6
SIN1 - (Y(or.l) - Y (OOI) )/ L ( I ) cosi - i x u x n  - x(ooi))/Ld)
SIN2 - (Y(OOI) - Y(OKI))/L(I)
C0S2 • (X(OOI) - X(Or,I))/L(I)
OE2 » OKI * 6
SC/LEI - D(»£) * SCALE
SCALE2 - D(0£2) * SCALE
X4 - X(OKI) 4- DUC2-5) ’SCALE
Y4 - Y(Ok I) + D (v£2-4) 'SCALE
IF (COS1.EQ.O..OR.SIK1.EQ.O.) GO TO 10
CO TO 1
10 if (c o s i .e o .i ..a:j).s i n i .e q .o .) UNI - 0.0
if (Cosi.eq.q..a,*o.sini.eq.i.) t/;ii - 1.5703
IF (COS1.EQ.-1..A.VD.S1N1 .E4.Q.) TA.N1 -3.1416 
IF (COS1.EQ.O..AM).SINJ.EQ.-1.) TAM -4.7124 
CO TO 2
1 TA’<1 - SIM/COS!
TA.N1 - ATAN(TANI)
IF (SIN1 .LT.O..AND.COS1 .LT.0.) TA.N1 - TAN1 + 3.1416 
IF (SlNI .CT.0..A?0.COS1 .LT.O.) TA.N1 - TAN1 3.1416
2 IF (CCS2.EQ.Q..0R.SiN2.EQ.Q.) CO TO 11 
CO TO 3
11 IF (CQS2.E9.1..AND.SIN2.EQ.0.) TA.N2 - 0.0
IF (COS2.EQ.O..AMi.SIN2.EQ. 1.) TAN2 - 1.5708 
IF (C0S2.EQ.-1 ..A<\D.SIN2.EQ.0.) TAN2 • 3.1416 
IF (CCS2.EQ.0..AND.SIN2.EQ.-1.) TA.N2 - 4.7124 
CO TO 4
3 TAN2 • SIN2/C0S2 
TAH2 - ATAN(TAN2)
SUBROUTINE DEFLEC
IF (SIN2.LT.Q..AND.C0S2.LT.Q.J 7XQ • 7AK2 ♦ 3.1416
IF (S1N2.GT.Q.,A)iD.C0S2.LT.0.) T/;c2 - TA.‘i2 4- 3.1416 
C CONTINUE 
m \ ) - X(vWI) + DUt-5)’SCALE 
NY(1) • TWO!) 4- D(v£-4)"SCALE 
KX (2) - NX (\) V (COS(TA.M1+SCALH1 )*(L(l)/3.))
NY(2) *  HY (1) 4- (SIN(TA.H14-SCAL£1)* (L (l ) /3  J }
KX(S) - X4 4- (COS(TAN2+SC/LE2)' (L(I)/3. ))
KY(3) - Y4 4- {SlN(TAH24'SCALr2)*(L(U/3.})
NX (4) * X4 
KY(4J - Y4 
N « 4
CALL Ltt£S(HX,tfY,N}
3000 CONTINUE 
CALL FRAnE 
CALL CttftHLD (LEN)
CALL CHTKON(PLOTS,DEF,700)
C/iL  1AHC33LD0 YOU WISH TO CHAJiGE THE SCALE FACTOR.DEF.1, 
!LCL4,3,0,0)
IF {.N0T.LCL4} GO TO 200
CALL 1AJK2SLENTER THE NDi SCALE FACTOR,DEF,1 .SCALE, 1,0,0)
GO TO 201
200 CALL lAN(42LD0 YOU WISH TO ANALYZE THE STRUCTURE AGAIN,DEF,1,
1 LCL4,5,0,0}
RETURN
DO
SUBROUTINE TERMIN
DIMENSION X (30) # Y(SO)»Z (50)
DATA X/1CH 1CH K H MA 1CJOMADNAD
X ,10 H K H K H KH
X ,1QH MADMADMAD KBNADMAOHADN 10HADMA 1 CH
X , 10H 10H MAD KHMADHADNADM 1CHADHADMADNA
X ,KF£MADMADM K H K H KH MADMA
X .10HDMAW1ADMAD 10WUDMADMADM 1OHADMADMADMA tOHD
X ,10H t CH KADMADM 1CHADMADMADMA 1 ownadmadkad
X JOHMADMADMADM 1OHADM K H K H  M/DMASMA
X , 1OfOMADNADKAD 1CHMADMADMADM khadmadmadma KKDNAD
X ,1CH - 10H KADMADMAD KKHA&MADHADH 1CHADMADMADMA
X .ICHDMADIV-SMAD 1 CKMADHAD K H KH  MADMADMAD
X ,KW1A DWDM 1OHADMADMADKA 1CKDMADMADMAD 10HMADMA'D
X , 10H M 10HADMADM M M KH KH  MADMADMAD
X jKKMADMADMADM 1CHADMADMA KH MA 1OKDHADMA
X , 10H 10H 10H M 1OHADMADMAD
X , 10H MA KHDHADNA K H K H
X »1CH 10H HADMA 10H MA 1OHDMADM
X , 10H 1CH 10H K H  MADMA
X ,1CH MA 1 CHD HA M 10KHMMNNMJ1 10H
X ,1 OH 1 CH MADMA 10H MA 1 Ci&MA M
DATA T/10H M 10H 1CH 10H MADMA
X , 10H m 10HMA • 1CH KMMMN
X ,10HMM 1 CH MADMA MAD 10,-M
X ,1 0H (U) , 10H K H . . 10H MADH
X , 10H • V ia 10H K H ..........
K H * . . .
10H . (U)
X ,K H  . 1CH MAD • 10H
X • 10H . 10H 10H. KH * * * * * *
X , 10H* . • KH KH , 10H
X ,1QH KH •*  * K H * . • KH
X , 10H , . 1CH 10H K H  * . .  *
X , 10H * , 10H* K H • .. 10H. . . .
X ,1GH. 1CH * . . * 1CH * . 10H *
X ,1 CH. 1CH . . .  
10H *
K H .. KH  *
X , K H  ** KH 10H
X ,1 0 H .. K H * . .  ** 10H # 1CH *
X ,1CH. 1CH K H t 10H . *
X , 10H t i l l 10H* * K H ............ 10H....................
X , 10H • 10H •* KH K H  * * *
X ,10H . . . .  M 10HM M M .. KH • t 10H* * *
X ,K H 10H K H 10H .............
DATA Z/10H • K H ** * * 10H 10H
X , 1CH • • * • 1CH.. . . 10H * * * KH
X , 10H 1CH 10H 10H
X ,K H * * * 10H 10H 10H
X ,10H* 1CH • • • ” • 10H * 10H
X , 10H 1C H ---- * 1CH * * • • • 10H ****
X ,10H * 1CH KH - 10H------  *
X , 10H • « • ■ 10H K H  * KH
X ,10H — K H - ............ * K H * KH
X ,tQH* - KH 10H K H - ..............
X ,10H ** K H  * 10H -— KH
X , 10H ------ 10H-................ K H  * 10H
X , t OH KH /
PRINT 1 , x,r,z
I FO&MAT (1H1,10 C/) ,3 5 (36X ,6A K /J  ,/28X,78HGV£SS TOUR INPUT DATA JUST 
11S NOT GOOD ENOUGH, LOOKING FOR MOTHER  PROBLEM NCW,/1 H I)
return
